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ABSTRACT
In this study, the fundamental properties of AlGaN/GaN based High Electron Mobility
Transistors (HEMTs) have been investigated in order to optimize their performance in radiation
harsh environment. AlGaN/GaN HEMTs were irradiated with

60

Co gamma-rays to doses up to

1000 Gy, and the effects of irradiation on the devices’ transport and optical properties was
analyzed. Understanding the radiation affects in HEMTs devices, on carrier transport,
recombination rates and traps creation play a significant role in development and design of
radiation resistant semiconductor components for different applications.
Electrical testing combined with temperature dependent Electron Beam Induced Current
(EBIC) that we used in our investigations, provided critical information on defects induced in the
material because of gamma-irradiation. It was shown that low dose (below ~250 Gy) and high
doses (above ~250 Gy) of gamma-irradiation affects the AlGaN/GaN HEMTs due to different
mechanisms. For low doses of gamma-irradiation, the improvement in minority carrier diffusion
length is likely associated with the irradiation-induced growing lifetime of the non-equilibrium
carriers. However, with the increased dose of irradiation (above ~ 250 Gy), the concentration of
point defects, such as nitrogen vacancies, as well as the complexes involving native defects
increases which results in the non-equilibrium carrier scattering. The impact of defect scattering
is more pronounced at higher radiation, which leads to the degradation in the mobility and
therefore the diffusion length. In addition for each device under investigation, the temperature
dependent minority carrier diffusion length measurements were carried out. These measurements
allowed the extraction of the activation energy for the temperature-induced enhancement of the
minority carrier transport, which (activation energy) bears a signature of defect levels involved
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the carrier recombination process. Comparing the activation energy before and after gammairradiation identified the radiation-induced defect levels and their dependences.
To complement EBIC measurements, spatially resolved Cathodoluminescence (CL)
measurements were carried out at variable temperatures. Similar to the EBIC measurements, CL
probing before and after the gamma-irradiation allowed the identification of possible defect
levels generated as a result of gamma-bombardment. The observed decrease in the CL peak
intensity after gamma-irradiation provides the direct evidence of the decrease in the number of
recombination events. Based on the findings, the decay in the near-band-edge intensity after lowdose of gamma-irradiation (below ~250 Gy) was explained as a consequence of increased nonequilibrium carrier lifetime. For high doses (above ~250 Gy), decay in the CL intensity was
observed to be related to the reduction in the mobility of charge carriers. The results of EBIC are
correlated with the CL measurements in order to demonstrate that same underlying process is
responsible for the changes induced by the gamma-irradiation.
DC current-voltage measurements were also conducted on the transistors to assess the
impact of gamma-irradiation on transfer, gate and drain characteristics. Exposure of AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs to high dose of 60Co gamma-irradiation (above ~ 250 Gy) resulted in significant device
degradation. Gamma-rays doses up to 1000 Gy are shown to result in positive shift in threshold
voltage, a reduction in the drain current and transconductance due to increased trapping of
carriers and dispersion of charge. In addition, a significant increase in the gate leakage current
was observed in both forward and reverse directions after irradiation.
Post-irradiation annealing at relatively low temperature was shown to restore the minority
carrier transport as well as the electrical characteristics of the devices. The level of recovery of
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gamma-irradiated devices after annealing treatment depends on the dose of the irradiation. The
devices that show most recovery for a particular annealing temperature are those exposed to the
low doses of gamma-irradiation, while those exposed to the highest doses results in no recovery
of performance. The latter fact indicates that a higher device annealing temperature is needed for
larger doses of gamma-irradiation.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Group III-N semiconductor and their related alloys such as AlN, GaN and AlGaN are
attractive for the development of microelectronic devices capable of reliable device operation at
high temperatures and in radiation environments. The high cohesive strength of the N-Ga and NAl bonds as well as the remarkably high thermal and mechanical stability of these compounds
[1-4] result in relatively high energy threshold displacement damage (19–25 eV) [5-7]. In
addition, a relatively large band gap of these materials leads to high energy threshold for the
generation of the electron-hole pairs that can be induced by ionizing radiation [8]. Thus, GaN
and its related alloys are ideal materials for the development of radiation hard electronic devices.
They have potential to operate in radiation environments without the need for the cumbersome
and expensive cooling systems and/or radiation shielding.
Among other promising, yet less developed III-N based technologies, AlGaN/GaN High
Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMTs) have progressed vertiginously over the last decades
towards greater levels of performance, resulting in a foreseeable deployment in satellite, military
and nuclear applications, high energy physics as well as in other industrial applications requiring
high speed, high output power, and high tolerance to radiation-induced degradation [9, 10]. Also,
AlGaN/GaN HEMTs are capable of operating over a very wide temperature range, from
cryogenic temperatures, prevailing in deep space, to temperature beyond 700 K, and thus
expected to be stable in the space radiation environments.
While studies of radiation-induced defects in GaN–based devices have attracted
significant interest, a limited data exists on the behavior of III-N based transistors after exposure
to energetic ionizing radiation. To date, most investigations of the radiation effects in
1

AlGaN/GaN have employed energetic protons. These studies have consistently reported that
proton irradiation results in a decrease in two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) sheet carrier
concentration and a positive threshold voltage shift with increasing proton dose [11-17]. In
contrast to the behavior observed in proton irradiated HEMTs, negative threshold voltage shifts
and increase in 2DEG sheet concentration have also been observed in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs after
exposed to 1 MeV neutron irradiation with doses up to 2.5 x 1015 cm-2 [18].
Table 1 Summary of the prior and current state-of-the-art in radiation studies of semiconductor
devices.

Device
Memoristive
Junctions
EEPROM/Flash
Cell
Implantable
Floating-Gate
EEPROM
Acoustic- wave
resonator based
radiation sensor
HEMT

Material

Radiation exposed to
/ Energy

Dose

Ref.

TiO2

Gamma (~ 1 MeV)

45 Mrad
23 Mrad

[19]

Gamma (~1MeV)

1 Mrad

[20]

X-rays

100 krad

[21]

ZnO/SiN

Gamma (~1.2
MeV)

(20 – 200)
krad

[22]

AlGaN/GaN

Gamma

107 rad

[23]

5x1015

Metal-nitride-Oxide
Semiconductor
Complementary
metal-oxide
semiconductors
(CMOS)

HEMT

AlGaN/GaN and
AIN/GaN

Electrons (10
MeV)

Schottky diodes

ZnO

Protons (40 MeV)

HEMT

InAlN/GaN

Protons (5MeV)

HEMT

AlGaN/GaN

Protons (40 MeV)

HBT

InGaP/GaAs

Protons (40 MeV)

HFET

AlGaN/GaN

Protons (68 MeV)
Carbon (68 MeV)
Oxygen (68 MeV)
Krypton (120
MeV)

1x1013cm-2
1x1010cm-2
1x1010cm-2
1x1010cm-2

[30]

HEMT

AlGaN/GaN

Neutrons (1 MeV)

1x1015cm-2

[31]

HEMT

AlGaN/GaN

Protons (3 MeV)

up to
1x1015cm-2

[32]

2

3x1016cm-2
up to
5x1010cm-2
up to
2x1015cm-2
up to
5x1010cm-2
up to
5x109cm-2

[24]
[25]
[26]
[27, 28]
[29]

Table 1 summarizes the prior and current state-of-the-art for radiation induced effects in
GaN devices. As can be seen from the Table 1, the largest efforts in study of radiation induced
defects in III-N/GaN heterostructures are devoted to proton, neutron, electron and high energetic
ion irradiation. However, almost all kind of material matter interactions generates secondary
gamma-photons in the material.
While studies of radiation-induced defects in GaN-based devices have attracted
significant interest, information concerning the response of AlGaN/GaN based HEMTs to
gamma-irradiation is restricted to a few reports. The mechanism of interaction between gammarays with material is well known in literature [23, 33, 34]. The interaction of

60

Co gamma-

photons with GaN generate Compton electron, having mean energy of about 600 keV, which in
turn dissipate their energy by creating large number of secondary electron-hole pairs through
various mechanisms. In this respect, gamma-irradiation is equivalent to internal electron
irradiation [35]. The effects related to external electron-beam irradiation of III-Nitrides and
electron trapping due to electron injection has already been studied in literature [36-38].
The lack of information regarding the effects induced by the exposure to energetic
gamma-rays, together with the apparent discrepancies highlight the need for further
investigation. This thesis, therefore, intends to fill in the gap as far as gamma-irradiation is
concerned. Understanding the defects arising under irradiation not only going to provide new
information about the charge carrier transport and polarization effect in such devices but will
provide substantial information for improving device performance.
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1.2 Overview of GaN material
1.2.1 Crystal Structure
Gallium Nitride (GaN) is a binary III-V direct wide band gap semiconductor having a
bandgap of 3.4 eV at room temperature. GaN has three kinds of structures: hexagonal wurtzite
(Wz), cubic zinc blende (ZB) and rock salt. From technological point of view, wurtzite structure
is the most important form as it is the thermodynamically stable form and easiest to grow [3941]. Therefore among other forms of GaN, wurtzite structure is preferred for research and device
applications. The zinc-blende structure of GaN is metastable. Though the energy difference
between the wurtzite and zinc-blend phases is relatively small and this phase can be stabilized by
growth on compatible substrates such as (001) crystal-plane Si and GaAs [42]. The rock salt
structure of GaN can be produced only under very high pressure of approximately 37 GPa [43].
High pressure results in the structural phase transformation of tetrahedrally coordinated wurtzite
structure into a six fold coordinated rock salt structure.
The unit cell of wurtzite structure can be defined by the two lattice parameters a and c,
with ratio of 𝑐⁄𝑎 = √8⁄3 ≅ 1.633 (in an ideal wurtzite structure). The structure is formed by
two interpenetrating hexagonally close packed (HCP) sublattices, with each of the sublattice
occupied by one of the atom species and offset along the c-axis by 5/8 of the cell height relative
to the other sublattice. Each sublattice includes four atoms per unit cell, and every atom of one
kind (group III atom) is surrounded by four atoms of the other kind (group V), or vice versa,
which are tetrahedrally coordinated at the edges. The crystal structure of unit cell of wurtzite
GaN is shown in Figure 1. By convention, the [0001] direction is given by a vector pointing from
the Ga atom to the N atom along the c-axis. Due to the strong ionicity of the cation-N bonds,
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GaN wurtzite structure deviates from the ideal wurtzite structure. The ratio of lattice parameters
(c/a) of the real GaN crystal deviate from the ideal value, and thus the lattice is distorted from the
ideal geometry to some extent (as shown in Table 2). A summary of some crystalline properties
of wurtzite III-nitrides is presented in Table 2 together with those of the most commonly used
6H-SiC and sapphire substrates.

Figure 1. The wurtzite crystal structure of GaN. This structure consists of two interpenetrating
hexagonally close packed sublattices offset along c-axis by 5/8 [44].
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Table 2 Lattice parameters, thermal coefficients and lattice mismatch relevant to basal-plane
epitaxy of hexagonal GaN, AlN and InN on α-Al2O3 (sapphire) and 6H-SiC [45] . Coefficients of
thermal expansion vary non-linearly with temperature.

1.2.2 Polarity of GaN
The polar (0001) c-plane, non-polar (000 1) a-plane, non-polar (1100) m-plane of
wurtzite structures exhibits quite different behavior in terms polarization and atomic arrangement
in respective planes (Figure 2). As shown in the Figure 2, wurtzite structure is not symmetric
along the c-direction; thus, GaN surface can have two inequivalent polarities. The two polarities
are referred as a Ga-face polarity with designation of (0001) and N-face polarity with designation
of (000 1) as shown in Figure 3. The polarity depends on whether the Ga-atoms or N-atoms of
GaN forming the crystal face the substrate. Studies have shown that the two polar faces have
vastly differing growth and surface properties.

6

Figure 2. Schematic diagram to represent the a-, c-, m-, and r-planes of GaN wurtzite crystal
structure.

Figure 3. Schematic drawing showing the Ga- face and N-face of GaN wurtzite crystal structure.
The asymmetry of GaN along the c-direction leads to the strong spontaneous polarization effects
[46].
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The distinction between GaN material polarities is essential since both bulk and surface
properties depend significantly on it, and because during growth, surface adsorption kinetics can
also impact the incorporation rate of impurities [42, 47-52]. It has been demonstrated that the
polarity of GaN films can be classified by the growth method used to obtain them, in that films
grown by Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) and Molecular Beam Epitaxy
(MBE) have Ga and N polarity, respectively. Studies have shown that the epitaxial growth of
GaN by MOCVD retains the polarity of the substrate, while it has also been demonstrated that
the buffer layer deposition condition can be used to manipulate one polarity over the other during
material growth using Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) [50, 52-54]. In case of Metal Organic
Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) on sapphire substrate, low temperature buffer layers of GaN or
AlN lead to Ga-face polarity. However for MBE growth technique, studies show that GaN buffer
layer leads to N-face polarity while AlN buffer layer leads to Ga-face polarity. Ga-polar surfaces
typically grow faster than N-face and due to the high deposition rates achievable, GaN grown
with Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy (HVPE) are usually Ga-face [55]. Under optimized growth
conditions, specular epitaxial GaN films with superior characteristics resulted to be unipolar Gafaced. Although, minor changes in growth conditions can also result in the formation of opposite
polarity and inversion domains, which can lead to rough surfaces and poor material
characteristics [55]. However, sometimes using the same growth technique has found that there
are conflicts between the polarities that result from their experiments. For example, GaN films
grown by MBE (where nitridation is commonly used) results in Ga-face polarity, while former
studies had showed that nitridation is often regarded as a way to obtain N-face polarity films. On
the other hand, although the sapphire substrate was not intentionally nitride, a hexagonallyfacetted surface (N-face polarity) was observed for GaN film grown by MOCVD on a GaN
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buffer layer [56] . In other report, a smooth surface (indicating Ga-face) was obtained for a GaN
film by MOCVD grown on a thicker buffer layer, even though the substrate was intentionally
nitrided [57]. This shows that the different deposition conditions play a significant role in
controlling the polarity of GaN films.
1.2.3 Spontaneous and Piezoelectric Polarization
Polarization is the most important feature in III-N heterostructures that enables and
determines the actual operation of various nitride based devices. The lack of inversion symmetry
of the wurtzite structure and characteristics of the ionic bond between Ga and N atoms in GaN
results in a naturally distorted crystal structure which exhibits permanent polarization along the
c-axis even in the absence of strain and/or external fields [58, 59]. This permanent polarization is
conventionally referred to as Spontaneous Polarization, Psp.
Table 3 Axial ratio (c/a) and internal parameter u of wurtzite structure [60]
c/a

u

Ideal

1.633

0.375

GaN

1.626

0.376

AlN

1.601

0.38

In the GaN wurtzite structure, axial ratio value c/a (c and a represents the lattice
parameters) is smaller than the ideal of 1.633 and u (anion–cation bond length also known as
nearest neighbor distance) is larger than ideal value of 0.375 (Table 3). The deviation in the
structural deformation along c axis of thermodynamically stable wurtzite structure results in a
large spontaneous polarization [61]. The increase in the deviation of (c/a and u values) going
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from GaN to AlN results in an increase in the spontaneous polarization. The spatial variation of
such large spontaneous polarization can induced two dimensional lattice charge distribution
which can values between 1013 and 1014 e/cm2 located on the two surfaces of the samples. The
direct consequence of this large polarization and the corresponding surface density is the
appearance of large internal electric field. In Ga-face samples, the crystallographic c-axis and the
internal electric field point away from the substrate towards the surface, whereas the polarization
has the opposite direction. The polarization-induced fixed lattice charges are negative at the
surface and positive at the substrate interface. For N-face material, all charges and directions are
inverted (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Directions of the spontaneous (Psp) and piezoelectric (Ppz) polarization in Ga- and Nface for strained and relaxed AlGaN/GaN heterostructures. [62].
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In addition to the spontaneous polarization, lattice distortions such as those induced by
externally applied stress or by strained epitaxy, can result in significant changes in the
polarization of the material [63]. This means external stress can modify the axial ratio (c/a) and
cation-anion bond length (u) which can induce strong piezoelectric polarization in Group IIINitrides wurtzite crystal. While the generalized piezoelectric tensor has three independent nonvanishing components, only polarizations along the (0001) direction are of technological
importance, as this is the conventional growth direction used in both bulk and hetero-epitaxially
deposited III-Nitride materials [42]. The piezoelectric constants of III-Nitrides are almost an
order of magnitude larger than III-V and II-VI semiconductor compounds [64]. The piezoelectric
polarization Ppz is the product of the piezoelectric coefficients eij and the stress tensor σij. For
wurtzite structure in the [0001] direction Ppz is calculated by
PPZ = e33 𝛆z + e31 (𝛆𝐱 + 𝛆𝐲 )

(1)

where ɛz is the strain along the c axis and ɛx = ɛy is the isotropic in-plane strain.
C

𝛆𝐳 = −2 C13 𝛆𝐱

(2)

33

where C13 and C33 are elastic constants .
𝛆𝐱 = 𝛆𝐲 =

a − ao

(3)

ao

where a is the in-plane lattice constant and ao is its equilibrium value. Using equation (1) and (2)
the piezoelectric polarization in the [0001] direction is given by:
C

Ppz = 2𝛆𝐱 (e31 − C13 e33 )

(4)
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C

Since [e31 − C13 e33 < 0] for whole range of compositions of AlGaN, the piezoelectric
33

polarization is negative under tensile strain and positive for compressive strained barriers for
lattice mismatched growth such as AlGaN on GaN, respectively (Figure 4). Table 4 summarizes
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the various coefficients needed to calculate the piezoelectric polarization. The usefulness of total
polarization in AlGaN/GaN heterostructures will be discussed in more details in next section.

Table 4 Piezoelectric Polarization Parameters [65, 66]
Wurtzite

AlN

GaN

InN

C13(GPa)

94

68

70

C33(GPa)

377

354

205

e31(C/m2)

-0.53

-0.34

-0.41

e33 (C/m2)

1.50

0.67

0.81

a (Å)

3.108

3.0197

4.580

ao (Å)

4.983

5.210

5.792
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1.2.4 Physical Properties of GaN
For high frequency and high power output amplification, parameters like large band gap,
high breakdown field, high thermal conductivity, high charge carrier mobility, high saturation
velocity and low dielectric constant are desirable. Electrical parameters of several binary
semiconductor materials are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5 Physical parameters of group III nitrides compared with other semiconductors.
Properties

GaN

GaAs

AlN

Si

Diamond

Band Gap (eV)

3.4

1.42

6.03

1.11

5.46 - 5.6

Breakdown field (MV/cm)

3.3

0.4

8.4

0.3

5

Dielectric constant εr

9.5

12.5

8.5

11.9

5.5

Thermal conductivity (W/Km)

130

54

285

148

2500

Saturated Velocity (107 cm/s)

2.5

0.74

1.4

1

1.56

Hole mobility (cm2/Vs)

150

400

14

450

1800

Electron mobility (cm2/Vs)

990

8500

135

1400

2200

Because of GaN inherent material characteristics, devices based on GaN can provide
considerably superior performance as compared to broadly employed silicon or GaAs materials.
The main advantages of GaN material can be outlined as follows:


Wide band-gap of GaN results in high critical breakdown field of 3.3 MV/cm compared
to the 0.3 and 0.4 MV/cm for Si and GaAs respectively. High critical breakdown field of
GaN permits the device to sustain high DC and RF terminal voltages, which generates
high RF output power [67].
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Dielectric constant values of the wide band gap semiconductors are comparatively lower
than those for the conventional semiconductors. The dielectric constant ε r represents the
capacitive loading of a transistor which affects the device terminal impedances. The
values of εr are about 20% lower in GaN whereas it is about 55 % lower in diamond. This
means for given impedance GaN device can be about 20% larger in area. As a
consequence, the increased GaN area permits the generation of larger currents and higher
microwave output power.



The high thermal conductivity of GaN can easily extract the heat from the device.
Thermal conductivity is an important parameter for the design of the high power devices.
Poor thermal conductivity can results in the degradation of device operation at elevated
temperatures.



The DC and RF currents flowing in the device are directly dependent on the slope
(mobility) of the charge carrier velocity versus electric field transport characteristics.
GaN has relatively low mobility (990 cm2/Vs) but has high value of the saturation
velocity which is observed at high electric field. However, the ternary alloy AlGaN is the
key for the fabrication of AlGaN/GaN heterostructures which form the basis of
modulation doping with enhanced mobility. Due to reduced scattering and twodimensional confinement effects, the two dimensional gas formed at the interface has
much higher value of mobility compared to bulk GaN [68, 69].



High saturation velocity of GaN allowed for high frequency of operation. The bulk GaN has
saturation drift velocity of 2.5 ×107 cm/s whereas for Si it is 1 ×107 cm/s and for GaAs only
0.74 ×107 cm/s. As can be seen Table 4, AlGaN/GaN heterostructure has even higher
saturation velocity (about 3 ×107 cm/s).
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1.3 Basic AlGaN/GaN HEMTs Physics
A High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT), also known as Modulation Doped Field
Effect Transistor (MODFET), is a field effect transistor consists of two different semiconducting
materials brought into intimate contact. The differing band gaps of the two materials, and their
relative alignment to each other creates a triangular quantum potential well near the boundary of
the interface. Within the potential well, electrons are free to move parallel to the interface but
tightly confined in the perpendicular direction, and thus occupy well defined energy levels.
Electrons appear to be a 2D sheet and are therefore referred to as a two dimensional electron gas
(2DEG). Figure 5 shows the basic structure of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs.

Figure 5. Basic AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure.
In conventional III-V semiconductor, 2DEG channel is formed from the carriers
accumulated along an asymmetric heterojunction, i.e. a heavily doped wide band gap
semiconductor and a lightly doped low band gap semiconductor. To equalize the Fermi level
charge transfer takes place across the interface and therefore electrons are separated from the
15

donor atoms and collected as 2DEG below the hetero-interface region. The channel region has
very few ionized impurities to scatter the electrons, and consequently a very high mobility and a
high saturation velocity can be achieved. Unlike the channel being formed in the conventional
III-V semiconductor where a doped layer is necessary, the 2DEG in the AlGaN/GaN is induced
by the strong polarization fields as discussed in the following section.
The AlGaN/GaN heterostructure is created when a thin epi-layer of AlGaN is grown on a
relatively thick GaN layer. The 2DEG in AlGaN/GaN based HEMT is induced by the
spontaneous (Psp) and strain induced piezoelectric (Ppz) polarization [59, 62, 70]. The two
distinct polarization effects in GaN based HEMT devices are large enough to produce 2DEG
even without intentional doping of AlGaN layer. Under the right conditions, the conduction band
edge dip below the fermi level and produce a region whose states are occupied by the conduction
electrons that forms a 2DEG. GaN-based HEMTs can achieve a high mobility and high 2-DEG
sheet carrier density (ns) of typically 5x1012 – 1.5x1013 cm−2 very easily as compared to other
III–V compound semiconductor based devices [71-74].
In AlGaN/GaN heterostructures, the total macroscopic polarization (P) is the sum of the
spontaneous (Psp) and the strain induced piezoelectric polarization (Ppz). In the absence of
external applied electric field or strain, spontaneous polarization constitutes a non-zero volume
dipole moment in the crystal. For zero strain, spontaneous polarization exists because of the nonideality of GaN wurtzite crystal structure. However, the strained induced piezoelectric
polarization exists because of the difference between lattice constants at the heterostructure, and
thus increases as the strain at the interface increases. Therefore, the total polarization of strained
AlGaN layer is stronger than that of the underlying relaxed GaN buffer layer.
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For Ga(Al)-face, the spontaneous polarization for GaN and AlGaN was found to be
negative, meaning Psp is pointing towards the substrate (Figure 6). Therefore, the direction of the
piezoelectric and spontaneous polarization is parallel in the case of tensile strain and anti-parallel
in the case of compressively strained top layers. While for N-face, the piezoelectric as well as
spontaneous polarization changes its direction, and is directed towards the surface.

Figure 6. Structure of AlGaN/GaN showing combined spontaneous and piezoelectric
polarization in Ga- and N- face heterostructures. In both the cases, AlGaN layer is assumed to be
under tensile strain by the GaN substrate layer. 2DEG forms at the interface of materials and
slightly offset into the GaN layer. After Reference [46].

At AlGaN/GaN interface the gradient of total polarization in space is a polarization
induced charge density which is given by 𝜌𝑃 = −𝛁. 𝐏. The abrupt interface of AlGaN/GaN
heterostructure causes a polarization sheet charge density which is positive for AlGaN on top of
GaN with Ga-face polarity and GaN on top of AlGaN with N-face polarity (Figure 6). The sheet
charge density is defined by [46]:
𝜎 = 𝑃 (𝐴𝑙𝐺𝑎𝑁) − 𝑃 (𝐺𝑎𝑁)
= (𝑃𝑝𝑧 (𝐴𝑙𝑥 𝐺𝑎1−𝑥 𝑁) + 𝑃𝑠𝑝 (𝐴𝑙𝑥 𝐺𝑎1−𝑥 𝑁) − 𝑃𝑠𝑝 (𝐺𝑎𝑁)
= [ (3.2 𝑥 − 1.9𝑥 2 ) × 10−6 − 5.2 × 10−6 𝑥]𝐶𝑐𝑚−2
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(5)

Increase in the Al-content of the heterostructure increase the net polarization of the AlGaN layer
and thus increases the sheet density. Free electrons will tend to compensate this positive sheet
charge density (+σ) by forming a 2DEG at the hetero-interface of the two nitrides with sheet
carrier concentration, ns. A negative polarization induced sheet charge density causes the
accumulation of holes at the junction. Even for the relaxed AlGaN, the difference in the
spontaneous polarization of AlGaN and GaN material can confine electrons at the interface.
1.4 Defects in GaN
In the ideal semiconductor crystal, the periodic potential associated with the atomic
arrangement of the crystal lattice results in the formation of allowed and forbidden energy bands.
The allowed electron values for such a crystal are regarded as continuous and their
corresponding wave-functions are extended all across the crystal. However, atoms in a real
semiconductor do not follow the perfect crystalline arrangement. The arrangement is broken by
the presence of defects, lattice imperfections and/or foreign chemical impurities, which induce
localized perturbations in the periodic atomic potential. The perturbation results in the formation
of bound states in the forbidden energy gap that can significantly affect the physical, chemical,
electrical and optoelectronic properties of the material. However, the existence of defects does
not necessarily have adverse effects on the properties of the materials. It is useful as long as their
concentration and spatial localization can be controlled. It is thus that the controlled introduction
of defects (that is, doping with foreign chemical impurities) plays an important role in various
technological processes as it enables the manipulation of the magnitude and type of conductivity
making possible the realization of devices such as light emitters and detectors, transistors, etc.
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All defects in crystalline semiconductors can be conveniently classified according to their
behavior (donors, acceptors, traps, generation/recombination centers, compensating and
passivation centers, and scattering centers), the energy position of their bound states in the
energy gap (shallow- or deep-level defects), their origin (native defects, impurities, and
radiation/processing induced defects) or their microstructure (point, line, planar/surface or
volume defects). Theoretical studies on defects generally explore the electronic and optical
properties of defects, which are based on the microstructure of vacancies, interstitials and
impurities. While, charge trapping studies are generally focused on the identification of defects
in terms of their thermal activation energies and concentrations and their effects on material
properties and consequently the device performance. In the following section, defects in GaN are
briefly reviewed in terms of their impact as shallow or deep level, dislocations and defects
introduced in GaN by interaction with high-energy particles.
1.4.1 Prior Studies of Radiation Induced Defects
As mentioned earlier, GaN is a wide-bandgap material that has high breakdown voltage
and high saturation velocity. Therefore these materials have attracted interest for their potential
applications for high-frequency, high power, high temperature electronic devices. These
materials are relatively resistant to radiation damage and thus used for space and terrestrial
environments where irradiation is strong. A clear understanding of how defects are created in
GaN by any irradiation can provide necessary background knowledge for predicting the behavior
of these materials in radiation environments. The most primary defects created in GaN by any
irradiation are Frenkel pairs in Ga and N sublattices by the Compton electrons, having mean
energy of 600 keV [6, 75, 76]. These defects include vacancies, interstitials, antisites as well as
complexes between defects and impurities.
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Theoretical calculations showed that nitrogen vacancies in GaN are electrical resonances
with levels in the conduction band. After capturing electrons, they turned into effective-mass
(EM) like shallow donors [77]. Experimental measurements show that nitrogen vacancies (VN)
are shallow donor in GaN having ionization energy of 40-60 meV below the conduction band
[77-79], but in AlN the same defect is a deep trap. Nitrogen interstitials (Ni) is a deep acceptor
having energy level near 1eV below the conduction band [80, 81]. Gallium vacancies (VGa) is a
doubly charge state which act as a trap for both electrons and holes. The energy level for the
gallium vacancies lies near 1 eV above the valence band [82]. However, Ga interstitials (Gai)
forms negative-U type donors whose transition level is located near 0.8 eV below the conduction
band [81]. Figure 7 represents the schematic representation of defect levels introduced in the
band gap of GaN by various ionizing radiations.

Figure 7. Schematic representation of irradiation induced defect levels in the GaN bandgap.
Look et. al. showed that electron irradiation (0.7-1 MeV) in GaN introduces new shallow
donors and shallow or deep acceptor with same introduction rate of 1 cm-1[6]. Shallow donors
with ionization energy of 64 meV were attributed to nitrogen vacancies and acceptor being the
nitrogen interstitials. It was shown that electron irradiation in GaN hardly change the electron
20

concentration while the mobility of the electrons decreased with increasing dose. The results
were explained from the N-Frenkel pair model, with the donor and acceptor are components of
the N Frenkel pair, i.e., the N vacancy, and N interstitial, respectively. High energy electron
irradiation (> 1.5 MeV) creates deeper acceptors Ga vacancies related defects in GaN. Such
acceptors compensate the nitrogen vacancy donors and are responsible for the slight change in
the charge density [83]. Deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) characterization showed that
1 MeV electron irradiation on AlGaN/GaN heterostructures induced deep electron traps with
activation energy of 0.9 eV. These deep traps were shown to mostly likely relate to the nitrogen
interstitials [84]. Irradiation with
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Co gamma-rays also showed the presence of electron traps

with activation energy of 80 meV. The electron traps were observed for the VN donors [85].
Implantation of 150 keV with proton fluence up to 5 x 1015 cm-2 in n-GaN also create deep
electron traps with activation energies near 0.2 at low dose and 0.95 eV at progressively higher
dose. The presence of deep hole traps with activation energies of 0.25, 0.6 and 0.9 eV were also
observed from deep level spectra measurements. The results were explained by the formation of
large complexes with the addition of new radiation defects to the simple radiation defects formed
at the low doses. Strong degradation in minority carrier diffusion length and strong decrease in
the NBE intensity were also observed for highly implanted samples [86].
A common set of electron traps with activation energies of 130 meV, 160 meV and 180200 meV were observed in GaN after irradiating with electrons, gamma-rays and protons in the
mega-electron-volt range. 180-200 meV electron traps activation energy is the sum of 60 meV
trap ionization energy and 140 meV capture activation energy. The high activation energy traps
are the complexes of nitrogen vacancies with other native point defects, such as antisite defects
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or nitrogen interstitials. The 60-70 meV shallow donor defects are most likely the nitrogen
vacancy [79]. 130 meV and 180-200 meV traps are assumed to be donor like.
On AlGaN/GaN heterostructures, the research regarding the effects of irradiation has not
been investigated systematically in the literature. However, Chernyak et. al. showed the effects
of electron irradiation on the diffusion length of Mg-doped p-AlGaN/GaN super-lattices grown
by MOCVD. Diffusion length was shown to increase during 1500 s of electron beam irradiation.
The observed changes were attributed to the increase in the minority carrier lifetime, which is
related to the charging of the metastable centers associated with Mg doping [87]. The other
proton irradiation studies carried out on AlGaN/GaN structures showed that 2 MeV proton
irradiation results in a conductor to (Mott) insulator transition in 2DEG. The transition was
related to degradation in the mobility [12]. It was shown that the sheet carrier density decreases
by a factor of 2 while the mobility by a factor of 1000. In a 2-D system, the carrier scattering by
charged defects is more dominant factor than the tapping of carriers. This explains the fact that
irradiation is more harmful to mobility then to the decrease of the carrier density. After a certain
high-irradiation fluence level, the resistivity reaches values typical of insulators, but the mobility
degradation is the main mechanism which contributes to the change in resistivity.
1.5 Outline of Dissertation
This dissertation focusses on understanding how the minority carrier transport and optical
properties are affected by the gamma-irradiation, particularly for the low doses (below ~ 250
Gy). Investigation of gamma-irradiated device properties gives important information about
defects in semiconductor heterostructures, especially if additional traps are introduced under
external irradiation. At the same time, such investigation is very important not only from the
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fundamental point of view, due to obtaining substantial information on the physical properties of
semiconductor materials, but it also gives the values of the device performance for application in
radiation harsh environments.
Chapter 2 describes the experimental techniques used in this thesis for each of the
experimental rounds of irradiation and measurements. This includes both hardware and software
employed in the experiments. The interaction of gamma-irradiation with material is described in
details. Electron Beam Induced Current (EBIC) and Cathodoluminescence (CL) methods are
explained, and how these methods can be used to calculate experimental diffusion length and
thermal activation energy are discussed. The data collection procedures and why those
procedures were applied are also laid out in detail.
Chapter 3 presents the results of the experimental measurements. The experimental
results include the one high (above ~250 Gy) and four low doses (below ~250 Gy) gammairradiation experiments are described in details. The results of the multiple irradiation
measurements and gamma-irradiation that the devices received are discussed. This chapter also
proposed the description of the physical models that link the effects of gamma-irradiation to
observed changes in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs characteristics.
Chapter 4 offers a conclusion to the thesis. It also provides a summary of the results
obtained in this study and recommended future areas of research interest in the phenomenon of
gamma-irradiation.
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CHAPTER TWO: EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
This chapter describes the details about the devices used in this study, the irradiations and
the experimental methods contributing for this thesis. Metal Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy
(MOVPE) and Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition are the main methods used for the
AlGaN/GaN HEMTs preparation. Description about the HEMT’s specifications for individual
devices will be addressed in Chapter 3. First section describes the procedures by which gammairradiation doses were applied to the samples. Finally, the two main characterization techniques;
Electron Beam Induced Current (EBIC) and Cathodoluminescence (CL) are introduced along with
specific procedures followed when applying these characterization techniques.

2.1 Irradiation Procedures
Devices under test were exposed to cumulative
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Co gamma-irradiation doses starting

from 50 Gy to a maximum total dose of 1000 Gy. Device irradiations were performed in the
NORDION Science Advance Health

60

Co-irradiator at the irradiation temperature less than

<50°C. During device irradiation, the samples were held in nitrogen ambient, with drain, source
and gate contacts kept electrically shorted. The density of photo-electrons generated from the
interaction of

60

Co-gamma rays with the protective lead walls of the Nordion irradiator is

expected to be low due to the Al filter of the irradiation chamber [88]. Since it is not possible to
measure the spectral photon distribution in the irradiation chamber, Compton-scattering of the
main
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Co gamma-photons lines, at 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV, could contribute a significant

density of low energy photons (Eγ ≤ 0.60 MeV). These photons may result in dose-enhancement
effects in the vicinity of device’s metalized contacts [19, 89].
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It is important to note that, 600 keV Compton electrons, generated by the interaction of
the material with 60Co gamma-photons with average energy of 1.25 MeV, are likely to introduce
donor-type nitrogen-vacancy-related defects in III-N layers. These type of defects have been
reported after low-energy proton irradiations, in particular, after 1 MeV electron irradiations [90,
91]. Such defects have been reported to be affected by annealing at temperatures as low as 400 K
[92], the effect of radiation-induced nitrogen-vacancy-related defects would be significantly
affected by any characterization conditions under which self-heating could increase the device
temperature near 400 K. Similar conditions are applicable to radiation induced hole trapping at
pre-existing defects, as an increase in temperature will accelerate the emission of trapped carriers
and their transport to the gate contact.
The gamma-ray fluence can be calculated from the total ionizing dose using the relation
1rad (Si) = 2.0 x 109 photons/cm2 [88]. The concentration of point defects introduced via
displacement damage in the thin-barrier layer of AlGaN film can be expressed in terms of an
effective Frenkel-pair generation rate per incident gamma-rays photon [93, 94]:
𝑁𝐹 = 𝑁0 𝜎𝑑 𝜑𝛾

(6)

where NF is the concentration of generated Frenkel-pairs and N0σd is the effective defect
production rate, with σd and N0 being the effective displacement cross section and the number of
lattice atoms per unit volume, respectively. A conservative value of N0σd can be obtained by
allowing NF to be equal to an effective increase of the density of ionized donor-like defects in the
AlGaN layer, ∆NT. Thus according to equation 6, ∆NT should scale linearly with φγ. Note that
our results cannot be described by a single defect production rate for the range of the doses. The
defect production rates estimated for two doses range- below and above 1 Mrad (Si) are 413 ± 45
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defects/cm and 28 ± 6 defects/cm, respectively. The diagram in Figure 8 shows the main
energies of gamma-photons and beta-particles to be taken into account. The considered
mechanisms and possible radiation induced defects are summarized in the Table 6.

Figure 8. Cobalt-60 decay diagram.
Among all the ionization radiations,
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Co gamma-rays have an important advantage in

irradiation studies because:
(1) The created defects are uniformly distributed throughout relatively large specimens.
(2) No secondary irradiation is induced by irradiation of the material with gamma rays at the
maximum energy of 1.33 MeV, and, therefore, the samples can be safely handled after the
irradiation.
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Table 6 Possible radiation induced effects in III-Nitrides
Energy of Gamma-photons or
Secondary generated particles

Possible defects

References

Co gamma-photons: 1.33 MeV;
1.17 MeV (1.25 MeV at average)

Activation of dislocation-related defects,
acting as sinks and sources of point
defects during irradiation;

[90, 91]

Displacement damage: shallow nitrogen
vacancy donor like defects in III-N region

[95, 96]

Compton electrons (600 keV),
generated via the interaction of
1.25 MeV gamma-photons with
material

Donor-like nitrogen vacancy related
defects

[92, 97]

Electrons with energy ~ 300 keV
photo-generated from metalized
contacts

Ionization of pre-existing defects by
injection of photo-generated electrons into
the 2DEG channel and trapping of photogenerated holes in the III-N region

[19, 89]
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2.2 Electron Beam-Specimen Interaction
A number of different types of signals are produced in the Scanning Electron Microscope
as the electron beam interacts with atoms within the specimen. The interaction results in large
variety of emitted signals: backscattered electrons, secondary electrons, X-rays, Auger electrons,
Cathodoluminescence (Figure 9). The electrons-specimen interaction can provide information
on:
1) Specimen composition
2) Topography
3) Crystallography
4) Electrical Potential
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5) Local Magnetic Field

Figure 9. Electron energy distribution for 5 keV electrons in (a) silicon and (b) gallium nitride.
((a) and (b) not on the same scale).
Each interaction results in a loss of energy or change in a momentum of the primary
electron. In semiconductors, this is determined by the interaction volume of the beam electrons,
which is the volume in which the primary electron beam have sufficient energy to undergo a
series of elastic and inelastic scattering events in the specimen. The interaction volume depends
on the following factors:
1) Atomic number of the material being examined; higher atomic number materials absorb or
stop more electrons and so have a smaller interaction volume.
2) Accelerating voltage being used; higher voltages penetrate farther into the sample and
generate larger interaction volumes
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3) Angle of incidence for the electron beam; the greater the angle (further from normal) the
smaller the volume.
The depth of penetration to which these events happen is determined by the energy of the
electron beam, which is in its most general form derived by Kanaya and Okayama [98]:
0.0276 𝐴

𝑅𝑒 (𝜇𝑚) = ( 𝜌 𝑍 0.889 )𝐸𝑏1.67

(7)

with Eb the electron energy in keV, A the atomic weight in g/mol, ρ the material density in g/cm 3
and Z is the atomic number. In silicon, 5 keV electron beam gives the penetration depth of 0.47
µm. At 30 kV, the electron beam typically penetrates 10 µm into a low atomic number specimen
like carbon. Figure 10 shows simulations on the electron generation volume in Si and GaN for 5
keV SEM electrons. Note that the scale is different for both specimens; the maximum width of
the generation volume in silicon is 400 nm, while in gallium nitride it is 150 nm. Since A/Z0.889
roughly remains constant for different materials, the difference in generation volume is mainly
caused by the density differences between Si (ρ = 2.33 g/cm3) and GaN (ρ = 6.10 g/cm3).

Figure 10. Electron energy distribution for 5 keV electrons in (a) silicon and (b) gallium nitride.
((a) and (b) not on the same scale).
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2.3 Electron Beam Induced Current
Electron Beam Induced Current (EBIC) is a semiconductor analysis technique that
characterizes the electrical behavior of semiconductor materials by measuring an induced current
signal when sample is exposed to an electron beam. Electron-hole pairs created by the SEM
electron beam diffuse in random motion and will eventually recombine or annihilate each other if
there is no localized electric field. But if the semiconductor sample has an internal built-in
potential, as will be present in the depletion region of a p-n junction or Schottky junction, these
pairs can be separated and drifted relative to the field orientation. By electrically contacting the
sample through a current amplifier, a current will flow that is referred as Electron Beam Induced
Current. EBIC measurement has been mostly performed inside the conventional scanning
electron microscopes (SEMs) equipped with an electrical stage. Typical EBIC technique can be
used to identify buried junctions or electrical defects in semiconductor devices (such as grain
boundaries or single dislocations); as well as to measure non-radiative recombination activity
and minority charge carrier properties.
2.3.1 EBIC Experimental Setup
There are basically two basic configurations for observing EBIC and these are illustrated
in Figure 11. The two configurations are the planar configuration and the perpendicular
configuration [99]. In the parallel configuration, the electron beam is scanned normal to the
charge collecting barrier (Figure 11(a)). This configuration of EBIC is mainly used for defect
characterization. However in the perpendicular configuration, the electron beam is scanned
parallel to the charge collection barrier. (Figure 11(b)). The detection of the defects is not very
straightforward in the perpendicular configuration. The presence of defects in the vicinity of a
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junction is detected in a line scan mode over the sample surface. In the absence of defects, the
non-equilibrium electron–hole pairs generated by the SEM diffuse over a longer distance before
reaching the junction. The presence of a localized defect causes a reduction in the collected
EBIC signal due to increased recombination at the defect. The perpendicular configuration is
used to measure the diffusion length simultaneously with the lifetime. As this thesis concentrates
on the minority carrier diffusion length measurements, therefore the perpendicular configuration
as shown in Figure 11 (b) will be used and discussed.

Figure 11. Experimental schematic illustration of SEM-EBIC charge collection configuration. (a)
illustrate the planar Schottky barrier configuration used mainly for defect studies. (b) illustrate
the perpendicular Schottky barrier configuration used for minority carrier lifetime and diffusion
length measurements.
In the present work, EBIC measurements were performed in-situ in Philips XL 30 SEM
under 20 keV electron beam accelerating voltage. This voltage corresponds to a penetration
depth of 1.2 µm. The temperature of the sample was varied by 25°C to 125°C by specially
designed hot stage and the external temperature controller. For EBIC observation, the variation
of induced current at a Schottky junction is measured in a line scan mode over the specimen area
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of interest. External circuit to record the EBIC signal was consists of: (1) SRS current
preamplifier, used to adjust the sensitivities. (2) Keithley 2000 voltmeter, used to digitize the
signal before displayed on a computer. The PC displays the voltage versus distance from the
junction scanned by the SEM, starting from the end of the Schottky junction.
2.3.2 Diffusion Length and Activation Energy from EBIC
Electron Beam Induced Current can be used to measure the minority carrier diffusion
length and the activation energy [100, 101]. Non-equilibrium charge carriers created at a point
by the SEM will diffuse in all the directions and some fraction will recombine along the way,
over a characteristic distance given by the minority carrier diffusion length. Minority carrier
diffusion length measurements using EBIC was first demonstrated by Higuchi and Tamura in
1965 [102]. In this technique, if non-equilibrium electron hole pairs are generated inside a
depletion region, the electric field of the space charge separates the charge carriers and electron
beam induced current can be measured externally. When the beam is slowly moved away from
the barrier/junction in a line-scan mode, the EBIC current, IEBIC , decays as less and less
minority carriers are able to diffuse to the space charge region. For the n-type material, holes
reaching the zero-bias depletion region under the Schottky contact are collected as EBIC signal
but if the material is p-type then the opposite applies, with electrons being collected. The
exponential decay of the IEBIC with the distance from the junction can be analyzed by the
following expression:
𝑑

𝐼𝐸𝐵𝐼𝐶 = 𝐴𝑑𝛼 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝐿 )

(8)

Where A is a scaling constant, d is beam-to-junction distance, α is an exponent related to surface
recombination velocity and L is the diffusion length. The exponential decay of the EBIC signal
as a function of distance is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Experimental decay of the EBIC signal with distance from the junction.
Taking natural logarithm of the equation (7) gives:
𝑑

𝑙𝑛(𝐼𝑑−𝛼 ) = − 𝐿 + 𝑙𝑛(𝐴)

(9)

The plot of Ln (Id-α) as a function of d is a straight line with slope equal to -

1
𝐿

as shown in Figure

13. The approach is accurate as long as d > 2L. The two asymptotic cases of vs = 0 and vs = ∞
were analyzed in reference [103] and found that α = -1/2 for the former and α = -3/2 for the
latter. The exponential term in equation (7) is independent of α and dominates the values of IEBIC,
and therefore the chosen value of α between -1/2 and -3/2 can altered the value of diffusion
length by only less than 20%. [104].
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Figure 13. Diffusion length, L, can be determined from the linear relation between Ln (I√d) and
d.
Also for III-Nitrides the diffusion coefficient is related to the temperature according to
the equation:
𝐷 = 𝐷𝑜 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

∆𝐸𝑎
𝑘𝑇

)

(10)

where ∆Ea is the activation energy for the process.
Using equation 8 and 9, Diffusion length can be related to the temperature by:
∆𝐸

𝑎
𝐿 = 𝐿𝑜 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 2 𝑘𝑇
)

(11)

If Ln(L) is plotted as a function of 1/2kT then the slope of the curve is equal to the activation
energy of the sample as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Temperature dependence of the diffusion length in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Inset:
Arrhenius plot of the same data resulting in a value for activation energy of 204 ± 10 meV.
2.4 Cathodoluminescence
Cathodoluminescence (CL) is an optical and electromagnetic phenomenon which results
in the emission of photons of characteristic wavelength when a semiconductor is bombarded by a
high energy electron beam. Interaction of the electron beam with a semiconductor results in the
promotion of electrons from the valence band, across the forbidden gap, into the conduction
band. Electron-hole pairs are originated directly by the primary electron beam but also to a large
extent by the other charge carriers created in the electron beam interaction volume. When the
promoted electron and a hole recombine, it is not necessary that a photon has to be emitted. The
probability of an emission of a photon and not a phonon depends on the material, its purity, and
its defect state. The energy of the photon emitted has the characteristic of the composition and
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structure of the exposed semiconductor, which provides information about its optical and electric
properties. Figure 15 shows the schematic diagram of CL system.

Figure 15. Schematic diagram of typical CL detection system with parabolic shape mirror.
2.4.1 CL Experimental Setup
CL measurements for this research were carried out in a Philips XL 30 Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) equipped with Gatan monoCL3 system. This CL system collects the emitted
photons using a retractable parabolic collection mirror followed by an optical monochromator.
The mirror has a hole in it which allows the electron beam to pass directly to the sample while
still allowing secondary electron imaging at a reduced efficiency. To get the most efficient
collection, the sample should be placed on the focal point of the mirror. The parabolic shape of
the mirror reflects the light as a parallel beam into the waveguide. There are two modes of
detection for MonoCL3 system. To get a spectrum or to make an image at one particular
wavelength, the monochromator mode is used in which light is led through a monochromator,
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while in the panchromatic mode all the emitted light is collected by the detector. Two mirrors are
used to switch between these two modes. The entrance and exit slits of the monochromator
system can be changed from outside using micrometers to adjust the signal strength and spectral
resolution. The emitted photons were collected using a single grating (1200 lines/mm, blazed at
500nm) and a Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube (PMT) sensitive to wavelengths ranging from
185-850. Gatan Digital MicrographTM software is used for the visualization and manipulation of
CL spectrum. Step-size, dwell time and other spectral parameters can be controlled using the
software. The temperature of the sample was varied by 25° C in-situ by the external temperature
controller. Figure 16 shows the systematic diagram photo of the installed apparatus and a
schematic diagram of the CL system optics is shown in Figure 17. The electron beam can be
used either in a spot mode or scan mode. New positon is chosen for each measurement in order
to avoid contamination from the SEM electron beam.

Figure 16. Gatan MonoCL3 cathodoluminescence system installed on the SEM located.
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Figure 17. A diagram showing the path of the light through the Gatan MonoCL3.
2.4.2 Activation Energy from CL
To calculate the thermal activation energy, temperature dependent CL measurements are
performed. Near band edge intensities approximately follow an exponential decay with
increasing temperature, as expected from the formula [105, 106]:
𝐼 =

𝐴
(1 + 𝐵 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

(12)

∆𝐸𝑎
)
𝑘𝑇

where I is the intensity, A and B are temperature independent constant, ∆Ea is the activation
energy, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature in kelvin. The activation energy
must represent either a barrier to capture a carrier at non-radiative combination centers, or the
thermal activation energy of such centers. At higher temperatures there is subsequent
annihilation of non-equilibrium electron hole pairs generated by the SEM electron beam. It is
observed that the frequency of recombination events (CL peak intensity) decreases as the
temperature increases since the hole capture cross section is inversely proportional to
temperature.
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CHAPTER THREE: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
3.1 Introduction
The radioactive decay of

60

Co yields gamma-photons, with energies of 1.17 and 1.33

MeV (with average energy of 1.25 MeV), which can cause indirect ionization in semiconductor
materials through the Compton scattering. The average energy of the Compton electrons is
approximately 600 keV, which is sufficiently energetic to displace Ga and N atom from their
sub-lattice sites.
In this chapter, the results from the impact of gamma-irradiation on AlGaN/GaN HEMTs
are presented. First section (Section 3.2) is devoted to understand the effects of high dose (above
~250 Gy) of

60

Co gamma-irradiation on AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. In this section, fundamental

minority carrier transport properties of HEMTs were investigated before and after the gammairradiation through EBIC measurements. These measurements were able to provide critical
information on defects induced in the material as result of gamma-irradiation. DC I-V
measurements were also conducted in parallel to assess the impact of gamma-irradiation on
transfer, gate and drain characteristics. Further insight into the nature of radiation-induced
defects, and the mechanisms involved in radiation-induced device degradation, has been
obtained from post-irradiation thermal annealing after exposure to gamma-ray doses. Annealing
experiments were performed with the goal of improving device performance and minority carrier
transport after gamma-irradiation.
Second section (Section 3.3) presents the primary results from the four low dose (below
~250 Gy) experiments on AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. The first and second low dose gammairradiation experiments focused on the minority carrier transport characteristics of AlGaN/GaN
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devices. The HEMT devices for these two experiments were grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy
and Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition technique respectively. Temperature dependent
EBIC measurements conducted on the devices to monitor the electronic carrier transport
properties of the devices before and after exposure to gamma-irradiation. The low dose of
gamma-irradiation measurements were made to separate the impact of internal Compton electron
irradiation on transport properties and that of energetic gamma-irradiation induced extended and
point defects. This investigation was conducted to assess the reproducibility of the observed
effects, as well as to further gain insight into the enhancement induced by the primary gammaphotons.
The third and fourth low dose gamma-irradiation measurements were designed to extend
and amplify the results from the first two experiments of low doses. Temperature dependent
EBIC measurements were conducted to demonstrate the repeatability of the first two low dose
experiments (Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). To complement EBIC measurements spatially resolved
Cathodoluminescence measurements were carried out at variable temperatures. Similar to EBIC
measurements, CL probing before and after gamma-irradiation provided the direct of evidence of
the growing life time of non-equilibrium carriers. The results from the EBIC measurements are
correlated with the CL measurements in order to demonstrate that same underlying process is
responsible for the observed changes. The observations also help to understand the difference in
effects induced by the low dose and high dose of gamma-irradiation.
Investigation of the gamma-irradiated device properties gives important information
about defects in semiconductor heterostructures, especially if additional traps are introduced
under external irradiation. At the same time, such investigation is very important not only from
the fundamental point of view, due to obtaining substantial information on the physical
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properties of semiconductor materials, but it also gives values of the device performance for
application in radiation harsh environments.
3.2 High Dose Gamma-Irradiation Induced Effects on AlGaN/GaN HEMTs
The objective of this work was to understand the impact of high dose (above ~ 250 Gy)
60

Co gamma-irradiation on AlGaN/GaN HEMT’s fundamental properties including carrier

transport and recombination. The effects of

60

Co gamma-rays doses up to 1000 Gy on the

transport properties of devices are reported through EBIC measurements, and then predictions
are made to understand what defects may be responsible for the radiation effects. DC currentvoltage measurements were also conducted on the transistors to assess the impact of gammairradiation on transfer, gate and drain characteristics. In addition, the effect of post-irradiation
annealing at 200°C for 25 min was studied with the goal of improving device performance.
The following work was originally published in Applied Physics Letters [107] and
Radiation Effects and Defects in Solids [108].
3.2.1 Experimental Details
The HEMTs employed in this study were epitaxially grown by Metal Organic Vapor
Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) technique on sapphire substrates using a Thomas Swann Reactor. A
2µm-thick carbon doped GaN buffer layer was followed by a 5 nm thick undoped GaN channel
layer, 20 nm of Al0.25Ga0.75N, and capped with 2.5 nm GaN layer.
The devices were exposed to

60

Co gamma-rays doses starting from ~ 300 Gy to a

maximum total dose of 1000 Gy. The device irradiations were carried out at room temperatures
in nitrogen ambient. In order to avoid the influence of self-heating and high electric stress
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effects, during the device’s irradiation drain, source and gate contact kept electrically shorted.
After the completion of the irradiation, the devices were kept at room temperatures for at least 48
hours to ensure settling the possible short-term instabilities due to irradiation.
A series of variable temperature dependent EBIC measurements were carried out in the
vicinity of the HEMT gate. EBIC data were acquired by scanning the SEM electron beam along
a line perpendicular to the edge of the gate contact. Line scan of 48 seconds were performed on
the devices while EBIC measurements were performed to extract the diffusion length. The
temperature dependent minority carrier diffusion length measurements were carried out from
25°C to 125°C using a hot stage and external temperature controller (Gatan). These
measurements allowed the extraction of the activation energy for the temperature-induced
enhancement of minority carrier transport which bears a signature of defect levels involved in the
carrier recombination process. To refrain from unintentional influence of the electron beam, line
scans were measured at different locations for each temperature. Figure 18 (a) and 18 (b) shows
the device layout and the locations for the measurements. Figure 18 (c) represents the
superimposed EBIC line scan and secondary electron image in the vicinity of the gate.
The DC current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs were carried
measured predominately at room temperature using HP 4145 Semiconductor Parameter
Analyzer. HEMTs characterization was carried out before as well as after the gamma-irradiation.
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Figure 18. (a) SEM image of the AlGaN/GaN HEMT device layout. (b) SEM image indicating
location for the EBIC measurements (c) SEM image with superimposed EBIC signal Vs
distance.
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Figure 19. Temperature dependence of L for the AlGaN/GaN HEMT subjected to the highest
dose of gamma-irradiation. Note: room temperature L values decreased from ~1 µm before
irradiation, to ~0.35 µm after 1000 Gy dose of gamma- irradiation. Inset: Arrhenius plot of the
same data yielding the activation energy, ∆Ea, of 216 ± 10 meV. ∆Ea, represents the carrier
delocalization energy, which is related to the carrier recombination.
3.2.2 Impact of Gamma-Irradiation on Minority Carrier Transport Properties
By recording the exponential decay of EBIC as a function of distance from the gate, one
can extract the value for the minority carrier diffusion length from equation (8). Minority carrier
diffusion length, L, is an important temperature dependent parameter, which is sensitive to the
density of the defects, created for example, as a result of gamma-irradiation. Figure 19 shows the
typical dependence of minority carrier (hole) diffusion length on temperature for one of the
AlGaN/GaN HEMTs subjected to the highest dose of gamma-irradiation. In semiconductors, an
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exponential increase in the diffusion length with temperature is a common phenomenon and is
modelled with the equation (11). The thermal activation energy was found from the Arrhenius
plot to be 216 ± 10 meV. The increase in L at elevated temperature is associated with smaller
recombination capture cross section for the non-equilibrium carriers. At high temperature there is
subsequent annihilation of non-equilibrium electron hole pairs generated by the SEM electron
beam. The frequency of recombination events decreases as the temperatures increases. This
means that non-equilibrium hole carriers exists in the valence band for a longer period of time
and therefore diffuse longer distance before recombination.
The influence of gamma-irradiation on minority carrier transport properties was
monitored by the EBIC technique. The EBIC measurements were started prior to gammairradiation and then continued on the devices subjected to various doses of irradiation.
Temperature dependent EBIC measurements yielded a decrease in diffusion length with dose,
from 0.83 µm from the standard device to 0.32 µm from the device exposed to the highest dose,
with a corresponding increase in activation energies, 106 meV for the standard to 216 meV for
the device exposed to the highest dose as shown in Figure 20. An increase in activation energy
with gamma-irradiation provides insights into the creation of deeper gamma-irradiation induced
defect levels in the AlGaN/GaN devices. 0.6 MeV Compton electrons, generated by the gammairradiation are likely to create nitrogen vacancy-related defects in GaN layers. These types of
defects are reported after low-energy proton, electron and gamma-irradiation [6, 34, 95].
Electron- irradiation induced nitrogen vacancy related defects have been reported with
activation energy values ranging from 150 meV to 260 meV in GaN after 1 MeV electron
irradiation [95]. In this work, activation energies were also seen to increase from 106 ± 5 meV,
for the reference device, to 216 ± 10 meV, for the device subjected to highest dose gamma45

irradiation dose. This increase of approximately 110 meV is most likely related to the creation of
additional deep traps due to nitrogen vacancies, induced in AlGaN/GaN by gamma-irradiation.
By forming these traps, these vacancies reduce the carrier concentration, thus, increasing the
recombination related activation energy in the irradiated devices, which exhibits more
degradation with gamma-irradiation dose. It should be noted that similar to this observation, an
increase in activation energy with dose was previously reported for proton radiation defects in
III-N layers [95].

Figure 20. Left: Experimental dependence of minority carrier diffusion length in AlGaN/GaN
HEMT on irradiation dose. The diffusion length consistently decreases as the dose of gammairradiation increases. Right: Dependence of calculated activation energy, ∆Ea, on irradiation
dose. Note: activation energy increase indicates creation of deeper defects with the levels in the
semiconductor forbidden gap as a result of gamma-irradiation.
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3.2.3 Impact of Gamma-Irradiation on DC I-V Characteristics
Figure 21 (a) illustrates the drain I-V curves of AlGaN/GaN HEMT before and after 700
Gy dose of gamma-irradiation. The drain I-V curves were modulated by sweeping the gate
voltage from 0 to -3 V with a step of -1 V. A reduction (after gamma-irradiation) in the drain
current and transconductance as a function of device gate voltage was observed, due to an
increased trapping of carriers and dispersion of charge. A positive shift of threshold voltage, Vth,
is also seen in Figure 21 (a). Positive shift of 0.67 V, after 1000 Gy dose of gamma-irradiation,
in the threshold voltage is mainly due to a decrease in the gate Schottky barrier height and a
reduction of carrier concentration in the 2DEG channel, most likely because of radiation-induced
damage at the metal-semiconductor interface. The shift in threshold voltage can be described
using equation [23]:
𝑉𝑡ℎ = 𝑉𝑏𝑖 −

𝑞(𝑁𝑑 + 𝑁𝑡 )𝐴2

(13)

2𝜀

where Vbi is the built-in voltage ; q is the charge of the electrons; Nd is the carrier density in the
2-dimensional electron gas channel; Nt is the trap density; A is the thickness of the 2DEG
channel; and ε is the dielectric constant of the AlGaN layer. Gamma-irradiation produces a net
increase in (Nd + Nt) which results in positive shift of threshold voltage. Figure 21 (b) compares
IDS versus VDS characteristics of pre-irradiated and device irradiated with 700 Gy gamma-ray
dose. Decrease in the drain current is related to the dispersion of charge. Figure 21 (c) illustrates
the gate I-V characteristics of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs before and after the irradiation. The gate IVs were measured by sweeping the gate voltage from +1 to -10 V, grounding the source
electrode and floating the drain electrode. A significant increase in gate leakage current after
irradiation was observed for both forward and reverse directions.
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Figure 21. DC I-V characteristics of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs before and after the gamma-irradiation
with a dose of 700 Gy. (a) Transfer characteristics measured under VDS = +5 V. (b) Drain
characteristics measured under the initial VG = 0V (upper curve) with the increment of -1 V. (c)
Gate characteristics under forward and reverse bias before and after irradiation.
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Table 7 summarizes the relation between dose, diffusion length decrease, activation
energy increase, and changes in DC I-V characteristics. The decrease in diffusion length and
increase in activation after gamma-irradiation are related the creation of deeper gammairradiation induced defect levels most likely associated with nitrogen vacancies. Gammairradiation causes a decrease in the drain current, trans-conductance, an increase in gate leakage
current. Table 7 shows the drain current and transconductance percentage decrease as a function
of gamma-irradiation dose The HEMTs degrades, because gamma-irradiation introduces deeper
defect levels, which leads to an increased trapping of carriers and dispersion of charge.
Table 7 Impact of gamma-irradiation on the figures of merit of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. ∆IDS (%)
was calculated from Figure 21 (b) at VDS = 5V for the top I-V branches before and after
irradiation. ∆Gm (%) was calculated from Figure 21 (a) using the peak trans-conductance values
before and after the irradiation.

Reference Sample

Sample A

Sample B

Sample C

γ-dose

0

300

700

1000

Diffusion length
(µm)

0.85 ± 0.07

0.76 ± 0.03

0.52 ± 0.05

0.32 ± 0.03

Activation
Energy (meV)

105.7 ± 5.1

125.2 ± 3.8

162.3 ± 9.9

216.1 ± 10

-16.5

-37.5

-56.9

-37.9

-54.0

-74.1

0.1

0.44

0.67

∆IDS (%)

0

∆Gm (%)

0

∆Vth (%)

0
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3.2.4 Post Irradiation Annealing
Gamma-irradiated MOVPE grown AlGaN/GaN HEMTs were annealed at 200° C for 25
minutes following irradiation. The DC and EBIC measurements were then repeated to study the
impact of annealing on these devices. The results of EBIC measurements after gammairradiation and after annealing treatment are summarized in Table 8.
Table 8 Impact of gamma-irradiation and annealing (200°C / 25 min) on the minority carrier
diffusion length and activation energy of MOVPE AlGaN/GaN HEMTs.

Reference
Sample

Sample A

Sample B

Sample C

γ-Dose (Gy)

0

300

700

1000

Diffusion Length, L
(µm) after irradiation

0.85± 0.07

0.76 ± 0.03

0.52 ± 0.05

0.32 ± 0.03

∆Ea (meV) after
irradiation

105.7 ± 5.1

125.2 ± 3.8

162.3 ± 9.9

216.1 ± 10.0

Diffusion Length, L
(µm) after irradiation
followed by annealing

0.85 ± 0.07

0.82 ± 0.06

0.64 ± 0.02

0.44 ± 0.04

∆Ea (meV) after
irradiation followed by
annealing

105.7 ± 5.1

100.4 ± 6.4

115.6 ± 10.2

131.6 ± 4.0

The decrease in diffusion length and increase in the activation energy after the gammairradiation is related to the creation of deeper gamma-irradiation induced defect levels most
likely associated with nitrogen vacancies. The increase in diffusion length from 0.32 µm to 0.44
µm and decrease in the activation energy from 216.1 to 131.6 meV for the highest dose of
gamma-irradiation after annealing indicates device recovery. It is evident from Table 8 that
annealing of gamma-irradiated HEMTs at 200°C for 25 minutes leads to the recovery (depending
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on the dose) of minority carrier diffusion length. The recovery is also reflected in the activation
energy returning to its pre-irradiated value.
Figure 22 shows the experimental dependence of diffusion length and activation energy
on the dose of gamma-irradiation both before and annealing treatment. Upon annealing, all
gamma-irradiated devices show an increase in diffusion length with a corresponding decrease in
the activation energy. Increases in diffusion had been attributed to a reduction in point defects
(nitrogen vacancies) induced in AlGaN/GaN by gamma-irradiation.

Figure 22. Left Axis: Experimental dependence of minority carrier diffusion length, L, in
AlGaN/GaN HEMTs, grown by MOVPE, on irradiation dose. Right Axis: Dependence of
calculated activation energy, ∆Ea, on irradiation dose. L and ∆Ea after annealing following
irradiation are shown by open squares and circles, respectively.
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The level of recovery of gamma-irradiated devices after annealing depends on the dose of
the irradiation. The devices that show most recovery for this particular annealing temperature are
those exposed to low doses. On the material’s level, the recovery of devices is evident from the
significant increase in the diffusion length after annealing. Induced nitrogen vacancy defects
after the gamma-irradiation reduce the carrier concentration and mobility of charge carriers and
therefore increase the activation energy related to carrier recombination. After annealing, the
number of defects is reduced, resulting in an increase in diffusion length.

Figure 23 shows the results of the transfer, gate and drain characteristics for AlGaN/GaN
HEMT before irradiation, after irradiation with a dose of 800 Gy and after annealing following
gamma-irradiation. Gamma-irradiation causes a decrease in the drain current, trans-conductance
and an increase in gate leakage current. The HEMT devices degrade, because gamma-irradiation
introduces deeper defect levels. However, annealing of gamma-irradiated HEMT at 200°C for 25
min shows that partial recovery of device performance is possible at this temperature. Figure 23
(a) and 23 (b) exhibits the recovery of the drain current and trans-conductance after annealing.
Figure 23 (c) illustrates that moderate annealing leads to the slight decrease in the gate leakage
current.
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Figure 23. DC I-V characteristics for MOVPE AlGaN/GaN HEMT before irradiation after
irradiation with a dose of 800 Gy and after annealing (200° C for 25 min) following gammairradiation. (a) Transfer characteristics measured under VDS = +5 V. (b) Drain characteristics
measured under the initial .VG = 0V with the increment of -1 V. (c) Gate characteristics under
forward and reverse bias.
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Table 9 Impact of annealing (200°C/25 min) on gamma-irradiated MOVPE HEMT performance.
γ-Dose (Gy)

100

500

800

1000

∆ IDS after irradiation (%)

-18

-36

-44

-56.9

∆ IDS after annealing (%)

+17

+15

+13

0

∆ Gm after irradiation (%)

-31

-44

-45

-74.1

∆ Gm after annealing (%)

+14

+10

0

0

∆ Vth after irradiation (V)

+0.1

+0.38

+0.41

+0.67

∆ Vth after annealing (V)

-0.05

-0.01

0

0

Table 9 summaries the impact of annealing on HEMTs performance. The changes in
parameters for irradiated devices were compared with those before irradiation. The changes in
the same parameters after annealing following the irradiation were compared with those before
annealing (after irradiation). After the devices were annealed at 200° C, we observed an increase
in both the drain current and the trans-conductance, suggesting that the atoms in the gammairradiated device were rearranged due to the annealing effect. After annealing, a change of 5% is
observed in the threshold voltage of the device irradiated with 100 Gy gamma-ray dose. As seen
from Table 9, the recovery of the device depends on the dose of the gamma-irradiation. The
devices that show the most recovery for a particular annealing temperature are those exposed to
the lowest dose of the gamma-irradiation, while those exposed to the high dose of gammairradiation results in no recovery of performance. The latter fact indicates that a higher device
annealing temperature is needed for larger doses of gamma-irradiation.
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3.3 Low Dose Gamma-Irradiation Induced Effects in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs
Previous section considers the effects of high dose

60

Co gamma-irradiation on

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. The results obtained shows the degradation of the devices, which is related
to the creation of deep defect levels due to nitrogen vacancies induced by gamma-irradiation. But
the obtained results in the last section did not consider the information between 0 and 300 Gy.
However, this section fills the informational gap as far as low dose gamma-irradiation between 0
and 300 Gy is concerned.
This section presents the results obtained in the investigation of four low dose (below
~250 Gy) gamma-irradiation induced effects in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. The results are grouped
according to individual set of measurements performed on different devices. Analysis is
presented along with the experimental observations. In contrast to results obtained from the high
doses, irradiation by low dose gamma-photons demonstrate improvement of minority carrier
transport characteristics due to internal irradiation by Compton electrons, induced by the gammairradiation.
The low dose of gamma-irradiation was needed to separate the impact of Comptonelectron irradiation effect and that of energetic gamma-irradiation induced extended and point
defects. Understanding the effects arising under low dose of gamma-irradiation has not only
provided the information about the charge carrier transport but has given substantial information
for improving the device performance. This finding has significant importance in wide band gap
technology, since understanding the radiation defects with various doses of gamma-irradiation
provides an opportunity in determining device performance and reliability, especially for space
borne applications.
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The following work was originally published in Radiation Effects and Defects in Solids
[108], Material Research Proceedings [109] and Electrochemical Society Transactions [110].
3.3.1 First Low Dose Gamma-Irradiation Experiment
The influence of

60

Co gamma-irradiation on minority carrier transport and DC

characteristics of MBE grown HEMTs were conducted prior to and after the gamma-irradiation.
Main effects on the HEMTs after low dose irradiation (below ~250 Gy) were increase of both
drain current and diffusion length. The increase in diffusion length and drain current for gammairradiated devices could be due to the induced Compton electrons, which will be discussed in
details in subsequent section.
3.3.1.1 Device Preparation

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs layer structures were grown on c-plane Al2O3 substrate by
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) at the University of Florida. The layer structure consisted of a
thin AlGaN nucleation layer followed with a 2 µm thick undoped GaN buffer topped by a 25 nm
thick unintentionally doped AlGaN layer. The mobility was determined to be 1080 cm2/V-s with
a sheet carrier concentration of ~ 1 x 1013 cm-2 by Hall measurements conducted at room
temperature. Mesa isolation was achieved by using an inductively coupled plasma system with
Ar/Cl2- based discharges. The Ohmic contacts were formed by lifting-off e-beam evaporated Ti
(200 Å)/Al (1000 Å)/Ni (400Å)/Au (800 Å). The contacts were annealed at 850° C for 45 s
under a flowing N2 ambient in Heatpulse 610T system. Standard lift-off of e-beam deposited
Ni/Au was used for gate metallization. Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposited SiNx of
1000Å was used for device passivation and the crossover between the gate finger and gate
contact pad. The final step was the deposition of e-beam evaporated Ti/Pt/Au (300 Å/ 200 Å/
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2000 Å) metallization for interconnection contacts. Figure 21 shows SEM image of the circular
AlGaN/GaN HEMT. The diameter of the circular gate finer was 100 µm, and the gate
dimensions were 1.5 µm x 314 µm. The gate to source and gate to drain distance was kept at 2
and 4 µm, respectively.

Figure 24. Device Configuration and SEM image of the circular AlGaN/GaN HEMTs showing
the position of the EBIC measurements.
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Anticipating possible charge-trapping effects at low doses, the devices studied in this
Section (3.3.1) were exposed to cumulative

60

Co gamma-irradiation doses starting from a

relatively low dose of 50 Gy to a maximum total dose of 700 Gy. Sample irradiation was
performed in Nordion Science Advance Health
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Co-irradiator, at 14 dose points at irradiation

temperature <50° C. During device irradiation, the samples were held in nitrogen ambient, with
drain, source and gate contacts kept electrically shorted during irradiation. It is noted that the
density of photo electrons generated from the interaction of 60Co-gamma rays with the protective
lead wall of the Co-irradiator is expected to be low due to the Al filter of the chamber.
Minority carrier transport properties, before and after the irradiation, were studied using
variable temperature EBIC measurements. The device dc performance was characterized using
an Agilent 4156 Parameter Analyzer. Figure 24 shows the device layout and locations for the
measurements.
3.3.1.2 Impact of Gamma-Irradiation on Minority Carrier Transport Properties

EBIC measurements were applied to study the temperature dependence of diffusion
length. Data were acquired by scanning the electron beam of the SEM along a line perpendicular
to the edge of the gate contacts and recording the exponential decay of the current. Scan time for
all measurements were 48 second which is too short to induce any electron irradiation effect.
The temperature of the sample was varied from 25oC to 125oC using a hot stage and an external
temperature controller (Gatan). EBIC measurements performed on these MBE grown
AlGaN/GaN HEMTs also revealed that the value of L increases exponentially as the temperature
is raised, as seen in Figure 25. This behavior is consistent with that observed in earlier
temperature dependent experiments on AlGaN/GaN HEMTs (Section 3.2.1) and also described
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by the equation (11) using α = -1/2. Measurements were carried out between the gate and source
under a 20 kV accelerating voltage. These measurements allowed for the extraction of the
activation energy for the temperature-induced enhancement of minority carrier transport. Similar
to MOVPE grown AlGaN/GaN HEMTs, ∆Ea, represents carrier delocalization energy and serves
as a parameter for determining the increase in diffusion length due to the reduction in
recombination efficiency. Earlier EBIC studies on AlGaN/GaN HEMTs had also shown that the
increase in minority carrier hole life-time with temperature is related to the smaller
recombination capture cross section.

Figure 25. Diffusion length of minority holes as a function of temperature in AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs (open squares) and the fit using equation (10) (solid line). Inset: Arrhenius plot of the
same data yielding activation energy.
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To understand the low dose gamma-irradiation effects on minority carrier transport
properties, EBIC measurements were performed on AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. The EBIC
measurements were started prior to gamma-irradiation and then continued on devices subjected
to various doses of irradiation. Comparing the activation energy before and after gammairradiation identified the defect levels and their dependence on the dose of irradiation.

Figure 26. Impact of low dose gamma-irradiation on minority carrier transport (left axis) and
associated activation energy (right axis) in AlGaN/GaN HEMT grown by Molecular Beam
Epitaxy (MBE).
Figure 26 summarizes the studies of minority carrier transport under low dose of gammairradiation for MBE-grown HEMTs. In contrast to the behavior observed in Figure 20 one can
see from Figure 26 that the diffusion length of minority carriers exhibits an initial increase for
the dose up to 300 Gy before it starts decreasing. The activation energy, also in contrast to Figure
20 exhibits a decrease up to 300 Gy. The behavior in Figure 26 for a low dose of gamma-
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irradiation is explained by the phenomenon of internal electron injection and subsequent trapping
of Compton electrons on neutral levels, most likely related to nitrogen vacancies.
The primary defects created in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs by gamma-irradiation are Frenkel
pairs, produced by Compton electrons having a mean energy of 600 keV. In this respect, gammairradiation, in term of its impact, is analogical to internal electron irradiation. The internal
electron irradiation by Compton electrons is similar to the irradiation by external electrons
produced, for example, by electron beam. The phenomenon of external electron irradiation in
GaN material has been previously studied and reported earlier in literature [38, 111, 112]. The
key points for the minority carrier transport enhancement for low doses due to internal electron
irradiation are as follows:
Compton electrons, generated by in the material by the primary gamma-irradiation are
likely to create donor type nitrogen vacancy related defects. Generally, non-equilibrium electrons
recombine with holes in the valence band either through band to band transition or a transition
that involves neutral metastable levels. However, if an electron is trapped by one of the defect
levels, the latter can no longer provides a recombination pathway. As more defects are created
due to higher irradiation, more of the non-equilibrium electrons become trapped and
recombination cannot proceed through occupied levels. A consequence of slower recombination
is an increase in life time, τ, for non-equilibrium carriers in the band (electrons in the conduction
band and holes in the valence band) and, as a result, to an increase in diffusion length L, (𝐿 =
√𝐷𝜏 , where D is the carrier diffusivity).
For gamma-irradiation doses above ~250 Gy, a different phenomenon becomes
dominant, which changes the tendency of the diffusion length. The concentration of point
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defects, such as nitrogen vacancies, as well as the complexes involving native defects is expected
to increase after irradiation. The growth in the trap density causes more frequent ionized
impurity (or defect) scattering of the charge carriers which result in the degradation of the carrier
mobility (µ). Carrier diffusivity (𝐷 =

𝑘𝑇
𝑞

𝜇) is a mobility dependent parameter which is directly

related to diffusion length(𝐿 = √𝐷𝜏). Decrease in diffusion length above ~ 250 Gy is explained
via a decrease in the carrier mobility due to the creation of large number of trap states throughout
the structure. For high doses of gamma-irradiation, non-equilibrium carrier scattering on
radiation induced defects dominates the irradiation induced carrier life-time. Therefore, a
decrease in the diffusion length is observed for higher doses in Figure 26. A corresponding
increase in the diffusion length activation energy (obtained from the EBIC measurements)
observed in Figure (20 and 26) at doses higher than ~250 Gy is related to the involvement of
deeper (as compared to the initial irradiation situation) defect created as gamma-irradiation
progresses. Note that gamma-irradiation-induced generation of extended defects is also not
excluded and could affect the diffusion length and corresponding activation energy. Details on
impact of extended defects on minority carrier transport are given in [113].
Figure 27 (a) illustrate the transfer characteristics of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs before and
after the 300 Gy dose of gamma-irradiation. For Figure 27 (b) the drain I-V curves were
modulated by sweeping the gate voltage from 0 to -3 V with a step of -1 V. The drain saturation
current increased from 293 to 382 mA/mm after 50 Gy dose and to 357 mA/mm after 300 Gy
dose of gamma-irradiation. Different mechanisms were proposed in the literature to explain such
an increase in the current. It is suggested that Compton electrons induced from gammairradiations creates donor type defects in the material. These defects are supposed to be nitrogen
vacancies that can have activation energy of 80 meV. These vacancies act as a donor and can
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contribute electrons to the channel under the gate. It is expected that the density of these defects
are small enough not to affect the band bending of the polarization of GaN material. It is also
reported that low dose of gamma-irradiation can partially relaxed the strain of AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs and can enhance the electron mobility. Also, there are good chances that low dose of
gamma-irradiation can produce a decrease of the electrical traps which is resulted an increase in
the drain current.
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Figure 27. DC I-V Characteristics of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs before and after the gammairradiation dose of 300 Gy. (a) Transferred characteristics measured under VDS = +5 V (b) Drain
characteristics with initial 0V gate voltage with the increment of -1 V. (c) Gate characteristics
under forward and reverse bias.
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3.3.2 Second Low Dose Gamma-Irradiation Experiment
To assess the reproducibility of the effects observed from the first experiment on the low
dose of gamma-irradiation (Section 3.3.1), as well as to further gain insight into the enhancement
induced by the primary gamma-photons; Temperature dependent EBIC experiments were carried
out on four Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOVPE) HEMTs.
3.3.2.1 Device Preparation

The HEMT on Si wafers were grown by Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition
(MOCVD) with conventional precursors in a cold-wall, rotating- disc reactor designed from flow
dynamic simulations. The growth process was nucleated with an AlN layer to avoid unwanted
Ga-Si interactions. The epitaxial stack consisted of an AlGaN transition layer, ~800-nm GaN
buffer layer, and 16-nm unintentional-doped Al0.26Ga0.74N barrier layer. The nominal growth
temperature for the GaN buffer and AlGaN barrier layers was 1030ºC.
HEMT fabrication began with Ti/Al/Ni/Au Ohmic metallization and RTA in flowing N2
at approximately 825ºC. Contact resistance, specific contact resistivity, and specific onresistance were 0.45 Ω-mm, 5x10-6 Ω-cm2, and 2.2 Ω-mm, respectively. Inter-device isolation
was accomplished by use of a multiple energy N+ implantation to produce significant lattice
damage throughout the thickness of the GaN buffer layer. The ion implantation step maintains a
planar geometry in the fabricated device and reduces parasitic leakage paths that may exist in
passivated, mesa-isolated HFETs. Immediately following implantation, the wafers were
passivated with 70-nm-thick SiNx in a PECVD chamber maintained at a base plate temperature
of 300 ºC. Schottky gate definition was achieved by patterning the gate and selectively removing
the SiNx passivation layer. The contact windows to the Ohmic contact pads were also opened at
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the same time as defining the Schottky gate. After SiNx etching, wider gate patterns were
redefined with another photolithography step and contact windows to the Ohmic contact pads
were also opened. Ni/Au-based gate metallization was deposited on the gate and Ohmic contact
pads simultaneously. The wafers were then passivated with another 400-nm layer of PECVD
SiNx at 300 ºC. The contact windows were opened by dry etching. There was an additional
metal deposition for the HEMT with the source field plate. The field plate was connected to the
source terminal and extended by 1 µm out over the gate to the gate-to-drain region. The source to
gate distance and channel length of the HEMTs with and without the source field plate were kept
constant at 1 and 4.7 µm, respectively.
Devices were exposed to cumulative 60Co gamma-irradiation doses of 100, 200 and 300
Gy. Sample irradiation was performed by NORDION, Inc., at room temperature. During the
device irradiation, the samples were held in nitrogen ambient, with drain, gate and source
contacts kept electrically shorted in order to avoid the influence of self-heating and high
electrical field stress effects.
To understand the gamma-irradiation effect on minority carrier transport properties,
Electron Beam Induced Current (EBIC) measurements were performed on AlGaN/GaN HEMTs.
The EBIC measurements were started prior to gamma-irradiation and then continued on devices
subjected to various doses of irradiation. Measurements were carried out between the gate and
source under a 20 kV accelerating voltage. Figure 27 (a), (b) shows the device layout and
location for measurements. Figure 27(c) represents the superimposed EBIC line scan and
secondary electron image in the vicinity of the gate.
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Figure 28. (a) SEM image of AlGaN/GaN HEMT device layout. (b) SEM image indicating
location for the EBIC measurements. (c) SEM image with superimposed EBIC signal vs
distance.
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3.3.2.2 Impact of Gamma-Irradiation on Minority Carrier Transport Properties

A series of variable temperature Electron Beam Induced current measurements were
carried out in the vicinity of the HEMTs gate. All experiments were conducted under an
accelerating voltage of 20 kV. The temperature-dependent minority carrier diffusion length
measurements were also carried out from 25oC to 125oC. Line scan of 48 seconds was used for
EBIC measurements. For each scan a new location was chosen to refrain from the unintentional
influence of the electron beam.

Figure 29. Temperature dependence of L for AlGaN/GaN HEMT subjected to 200 Gy of
gamma-irradiation. Inset: Arrhenius plot of the same data yielding the activation energy, ∆Ea, of
68.6 meV. The smaller the activation energy, the more efficient is the thermally activated escape
of captured carriers at any fixed temperature.
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As the temperature of the sample was raised the diffusion length was shown to be
increased. The relationship between diffusion length and the temperature is shown in Figure 29.
The value of L increases exponentially with temperature and fitted using equation (10). The
activation energy was found from the Arrhenius plot to be 68.6 ± 12 meV. This energy
represents the carrier delocalization energy and is related to the increase in the diffusion length
due to the reduction in recombination efficiency. This is similar to what we observed for the
other AlGaN/GaN HEMTs devices mentioned previously.
EBIC measurements were started prior to gamma-irradiation and then continued on
devices subjected to various doses of irradiation. It is apparent from Figure 30 that the diffusion
length of minority carriers increases for dose up to ~ 250 Gy with corresponding decrease in the
activation energy, 91.2 meV for the standard device to 63.5 meV for the device exposed to 200
Gy. Furthermore, the decay of activation energy with low doses of gamma-irradiation follows a
common pattern and observed in other AlGaN/GaN HEMTs as discussed in section 3.3.1. The
phenomenon of increase of activation energy with low doses in HEMTs has been attributed to
cause of low internal electron injection and subsequent trapping of Compton electrons on neutral
levels which are most likely related to nitrogen vacancies. Trapping Compton electrons on VN levels prevents recombination of conduction band electrons through these levels. This leads to an
increase in the lifetime for non-equilibrium in the band (electrons in the conduction band and
holes in the valence band) and as a result an increase in diffusion length.
Starting with the dose of 300 Gy, we observed the deterioration of the HEMTs operation
as shown in Figure 31. This trend is similar to what we observed previously and mentioned in
earlier section 3.2 and 3.3.1. The possible reason for this damage should be as follows:
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(i) Non-equilibrium carrier scattering on radiation induced point defects.
(ii) Decrease of the 2DEG density and mobility due to the creation of trap states throughout the
structure.
Reduction in the carrier concentration leads to the increase of the recombination related
activation energy in the irradiated devices. This fact has also been observed for proton radiation
defects in III-N layers. With the increase of the gamma-irradiation dose the latter factors
dominates over increase in the lifetime of Compton electron-induced carrier and hence the
increase in the activation energy was observed.

Figure 30. Left axis: Experimental dependence of minority carrier diffusion length (open
squares), L, for one of the HEMTs on irradiation dose. Right Axis: Dependence of calculated
activation energy (open circles), ∆Ea, on irradiation dose.
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Figure 31. Left Axis: Experimental dependence of the minority carrier diffusion length on
irradiation high dose. Right Axis: Dependence of calculated activation energy on higher dose of
gamma-irradiation.
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3.3.3 Third Low Dose Gamma-Irradiation Experiment
There were seven irradiation series performed on these AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Devices
were exposed to different 60Co gamma-irradiation doses with subsequent exposure from 100 Gy
to 1000 Gy. The results from each irradiation series are detailed below with the primary
measurements made before and after the irradiation. To understand the gamma-irradiation effect
on optical properties of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs, Cathodoluminescence (CL) measurements were
performed. Extensive scientific information is obtained by studying the CL spectrum, since its
(CL) features depends on the electronic and defect properties of the excited material.
3.3.3.1 Impact of Gamma-Irradiation on Optical Properties

CL measurements were carried out in a Philips XL 30 SEM equipped with Gatan
monoCL3 system under a 20 kV accelerating voltage. The temperature dependent measurements
were conducted for temperature ranging from 25°C to 125°C in-situ by the external temperature
controller and over the wavelength range between 340 and 390 nm. The SEM electron irradiation
was carried out in a spot mode to generate the CL spectrum. In all the measurements, CL
spectrums were recorded at different locations in order to avoid the unintentional influence of the
electron beam. Figure 32 (a) shows the SEM image of the sample and Figure 32 (b) shows where
the measurements were taken at six different spots at each temperature.
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Figure 32. (a) SEM image of AlGaN/GaN device layout. (b) SEM image indicating location of
the electron beam spot for CL measurements.

Figure 33. Decay of CL peak intensity with temperature. Inset: CL spectra measurement of
AlGaN/GaN reference sample for various temperatures.
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Repeating the experiments at higher temperature shows a systematic decay of the CL
near band edge intensity (as seen in Figure 33). It is seen that CL intensities approximately
follow an exponential decay with increasing temperature, as expected from the equation (12). By
fitting the CL intensity and the corresponding temperature intensity to equation 12, we can
extract the activation energy of 282 ± 21 meV for the reference device (Figure 33). The
activation energy must represent either a barrier to capture a carrier at non-radiative
recombination centers, or the thermal activation energy of such centers. The decrease in the
frequency of recombination events (CL peak intensity) is because the hole capture cross section
is inversely proportional to temperature. CL spectrum also shows characteristic temperature
dependence: the emission peak shifts to a higher wavelength (red-shift) as the temperature
increases [114-116]. Figure 33 inset shows the small red shift of approximately 47 meV as
temperatures increase from 25°C to 125°C. The slight change in the band gap could be due to the
expansion or contraction in the interatomic distance.
To understand the gamma-irradiation effect on optical properties of AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs, CL measurements were performed on all the devices subjected to subsequent doses of
gamma-irradiation. Gamma-irradiation produces native point defects and electrically active
defect complexes in the material. For a gamma irradiated material, the concentration of a
particular defect depends on the flux of radiation; the threshold energy displacement; the thermal
stability of the defect species; pre-existing defects; and the fermi level. The decay of CL peak
spectrum caused by the gamma-irradiation is shown in Figure 34. The luminescence spectrum
has a maximum around 367.52 nm, which corresponds to energy of ̴ 3.37 eV. The luminescence
peak intensity decreased by 12.90 % (after 100 Gy) and 37.23% (after 1000 Gy). Radiation
causes the decrease in the CL spectrum intensity by creating localized energy levels in the
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material’s band gap. These levels act as a non-radiative recombination centers. There are two
different mechanisms responsible for the decrease in the CL intensity for low dose (below ~250
Gy) and high dose gamma-irradiation (above ~250 Gy).

Figure 34. Room temperature CL spectra of AlGaN/GaN devices. Spectrum 1 corresponds to
pre-irradiation, Spectrum 2 and 3 corresponds respectively to 100 Gy and 1000 Gy of gammairradiation doses.
The decay in the CL intensity below ~250 Gy is due to the Compton Electron Induced
effect (Table 10). SEM electron beam generates non-equilibrium electron hole pairs, which
recombine either via band to band transition or a transition that involves neutral metastable
levels. However, if the non-equilibrium electron gets trapped on defect levels generated by the
gamma-irradiation, recombination cannot proceed. The defect levels responsible for this
phenomenon are most likely associated with nitrogen vacancies (VN). Trapping the electrons on
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the VN-levels prevents radiative recombination of the conduction band electrons (generated by
the SEM beam) through these levels. As the recombination through a band gap is a dominant
process in GaN, trapping a non-equilibrium electron on a meta-stable defect levels in the
forbidden gap leads to an increase in the carrier lifetime of electrons in the conduction band and
holes in the valence band [38]. Since, the intensity of luminescence is inversely proportional to
the non-equilibrium carrier lifetime, the decay in the CL intensity is observed at low doses
(below ~ 250 Gy).
Table 10 Room temperature CL peak intensity and activation energy with the dose of the
gamma-irradiation.

Dose (Gy)

CL Peak Intensity (103 Counts)

Activation Energy (meV)

Reference

89.2 ± 7.0

282 ± 21

100

78.7 ± 5.6

240 ± 16

200

73.1 ± 6.8

174 ± 15

300

68.6 ± 5.4

263 ± 11

400

60.3 ± 8.2

310 ± 12

500

52.6 ± 7.6

364 ± 8

700

42.8 ± 5.9

392 ± 14

1000

54.8 ± 8.4

380 ± 10

As the dose of gamma-irradiation increases, additional deep traps due to nitrogen
vacancies are introduced in AlGaN/GaN devices. The concentration of both isolated native
defects such as nitrogen vacancies as well as the complexes involving native defects is expected
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to increase after the irradiation. Increasing the gamma-dose continues to decrease the
recombination events as more and more electrons are trapped on the defect levels. Increased
trapping of carriers and dispersion of charge leads to the decrease in the CL intensity. For higher
dose of gamma-irradiation, non-equilibrium carrier scattering on radiation-induced defects
dominates over the Compton electron-induced carrier lifetime, and as a result, decrease in the CL
intensity is observed.
Temperature dependent CL measurements performed on the devices extracted the
activation energy, which (activation energy) decreases for low doses below ~250 Gy and then
increases for further higher irradiation as shown in Table 11 and Figure 35. The behavior of the
decrease in the activation energy after the low dose gamma-irradiation and the increase for
higher doses is similar to the one which is observed through EBIC measurements and reported in
section 3.3.2 [109, 117]. The results of CL and EBIC measurements indicate a decrease in the
activation energy up to 250 Gy due to the same underlying mechanism of Compton electroninduced increase in non-equilibrium carrier lifetime (Figure 35). Starting with the dose of 300
Gy, the increase in the activation energy is observed. This is consistent with higher density of
deep traps induced by larger dose of gamma-irradiation. The increase in the activation energy
for high doses may also indicate the creation of large electrically active defect complexes
through the addition of new radiation defects to the defects formed at low doses. The difference
in the activation energy from optical (CL) and electrical (EBIC) measurements could be due to
temperature dependence of carrier diffusivity (L is measured as a function of temperature) or due
to different VN levels (or its complexes) in the material’s forbidden gap

responsible for

capturing the Compton electrons (Figure 30 and Figure 30 inset). Note that carrier diffusivity (D
=

𝑘𝑇
𝑞

𝜇 , where k is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, µ is mobility and q is elementary
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charge) is also a temperature and mobility-dependent quantity which can affect the diffusion
length and therefore the calculated activation energy. The defects produced by gammairradiation are structure sensitive which could also be the possible reason for the discrepancies
between the activation energy.

Figure 35. Impact of low dose gamma-irradiation on CL activation energy in AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs. Inset: Dependence of experimental diffusion length (closed circles) and associated
activation energy (open squares) in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs on irradiation dose from EBIC
measurements. Also same as Figure 35 [109].
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3.3.4 Fourth Low Dose Gamma-Irradiation Experiment
To enable a direct comparison with the effects observed for low dose (below ~250 Gy) of
gamma-irradiation, both EBIC and CL measurements were performed on the same devices.
Experiments were conducted on four AlGaN/GaN HEMT devices. Figure 36 (a) shows the
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of the device layout and 36 (b) the position of the
CL and EBIC measurements. The AlGaN layer was grown on top of GaN layer by MetalOrganic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) on a sapphire substrate. With the exception of one
device (reference device), all other HEMTs were exposed to increasing

60

Co gamma-irradiation

doses up to 300 Gy; the results were then compared to those from a previous studies of low dose
and high dose up to 1000 Gy. The impact of gamma-irradiation on n-channel AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs was studied by means of temperature dependent EBIC and CL techniques. As noticed
from earlier measurements low (below ~250 Gy) and high doses (above ~ 250 Gy) of gammairradiation affects the AlGaN/GaN HEMTs due to different mechanisms. For the dose up to ~
250 Gy, the improvement of minority carrier diffusion length is likely associated with irradiation
induced growing life-time of the non-equilibrium carriers, which is also supported by the decay
of the CL intensity. However, with an increased dose of irradiation above ~250 Gy, a decrease in
diffusion length was observed which is related to the reduction in the mobility of the charge
carriers. The impact of defect scattering is more pronounced at higher irradiation, which leads to
mobility degradation. It is shown that calculated activation energy from EBIC and CL
measurements are in good agreement with each other, which implies that the same underlying
phenomenon is responsible for observed findings.
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As both EBIC and CL measurements were performed on the same set of the devices. The
correlation between the changes in optical and electric characteristics is revealed; this makes it
possible to interpret the mechanism responsible for the radiation effects more reliably.
The following work was originally published in Radiation Effects and Defects in Solids.

Figure 36. (a) Shows the SEM top view of the AlGaN/GaN HEMTs device layout. (b) SEM
image showing the area where Cathodoluminescence and Electron Beam Induced Current
measurements were taken.
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3.3.4.1 Impact of Gamma-Irradiation on Minority Carrier Transport Properties

The effects of gamma-irradiation on minority carrier transport properties were monitored
periodically using the EBIC technique. EBIC measurements were performed in the SEM under a
20 kV electron beam accelerating voltage and for temperature variance of 25oC. For EBIC
observation, the variation of the induced current at a Schottky junction is measured in a line scan
mode (48 sec) over the specimen area of interest. As beam is moved away from the junction, the
current decays, as less minority carriers are able to diffuse to the space-charge region. EBIC
measurements were obtained on devices prior to gamma-irradiation and then continued on the
same devices subjected to various doses of irradiation.
Temperature dependent EBIC measurements demonstrate the exponential increase of the
minority carrier diffusion length as a function of temperature; this is fitted to equation (10).
Figure 37 shows the experimental results obtained in this work and Figure 37 inset shows the
Arrhenius plot of the same data and obtained activation energy of 188 meV using equation (11).
Figure 38 (a) shows the dependence of the diffusion length (L) and activation energy
(∆Ea) on the dose of the gamma-irradiation as measured by EBIC technique. An increase in
minority carrier diffusion length was observed for the low doses of gamma-irradiation (below
~250 Gy). This behavior for low doses of gamma-irradiation can be explained by the
phenomenon of internal electron irradiation and subsequent trapping of non-equilibrium
electrons on defect levels (26). As discussed in previous section, occupation of the defect levels
prevents the recombination of non-equilibrium electron-hole pairs through them which leads to
an increase in carrier lifetime of electrons in the conduction band and holes in the valence band.
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Minority carrier diffusion length is directly proportional to the lifetime, and thus increases after
the irradiation.

Figure 37. Dependence of diffusion length (L) on temperature in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Inset:
Arrhenius plot of the same data yielding the activation energy of 188 meV.
However, decrease in the diffusion length for high dose of gamma-irradiation (above ~
250 Gy) is explained via decrease in the carrier mobility, µ, due to creation of the large number
of trap states throughout the structure. The increase in the trap density causes the increased
ionized impurity (or defect) scattering of the charge carriers which results in the degradation of
the mobility. At higher irradiation, impact of defect scattering is more pronounced which leads to
the decrease in mobility. For high dose of gamma-irradiation, non-equilibrium carrier scattering
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on radiation induced defects dominates over the irradiation induced increase in the carrier
lifetime, and therefore, decrease in diffusion length was observed.
Similar to the diffusion length, the activation energy (calculated using equation (10))
for the pre-irradiated sample decreases for a low dose of irradiation (below ~ 250 Gy). However,
for high dose of gamma-irradiation (above ~ 250 Gy), the activation energy were observed to
increase. The phenomenon of the initial decrease in the activation energy is attributed to the
growing lifetime of non-equilibrium carriers generated by the SEM electron beam. The increase
in activation energy (above ~ 250 Gy) indicates the increase in the concentration of native point
defects and large electrically active defect complexes. The impact of high dose gammairradiation starting from 300

to 1000 Gy on diffusion length and activation energy in

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs (Figure 38 b) (11) has already been discussed in section 3.2. The dashed
curve is used in Figure 38 (b) in order to emphasize that the obtained results did not consider the
information between 0 and 300 Gy. However, these measurements fills the informational gap as
far as low dose gamma-irradiation between 0 and 300 Gy is concerned (Figure 38a and 38b).
Compton trapping of the electron on the point defects results in an increase in diffusion length
and decrease in activation energy until the dose of 300 Gy. The results from this research and
previous research are in agreement that starting from 300 Gy dose of gamma-irradiation
AlGaN/GaN HEMTs causes the degradation in minority carrier properties of the devices.
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Figure 38. (a) Impact of low dose gamma-irradiation on diffusion length and associated
activation energy in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Diffusion length and activation energy was extracted
from EBIC measurements. (b) Dependence of diffusion length and activation energy on higher
dose of gamma-irradiation. After Reference [107].
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3.3.4.2 Impact of Gamma-Irradiation on Optical Properties

To understand the gamma-irradiation effect on optical properties of AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs, temperature dependent Cathodoluminescence (CL) measurements were performed. The
temperature of the sample was varied from 25° C to 125o C in-situ by specially designed hot
stage and the external temperature controller. CL peak intensity decreases with increasing
temperature as shown in Figure 39. The 20 kV SEM electron irradiation was carried out in a spot
mode to generate the CL spectrum. In all the measurements, CL spectrums were recorded at
different locations in order to avoid the unintentional influence of the electron beam.

Figure 39. Temperature dependence of Cathodoluminescence peak intensity in AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs and the fit using equation (12). Inset: Cathodoluminescence spectra measurements taken
at different temperatures.
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Figure 40. Decay of room temperature Cathodoluminescence intensity in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs
with increasing dose of gamma-irradiation. The spectra were taken at 0, 100, 200 and 300 Gy
dose of gamma-irradiation.

Figure 40 shows the room temperature CL spectra of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs irradiated
with 100, 200 and 300 Gy dose of gamma-irradiation. The observed decrease in the CL peak
intensity after the gamma-irradiation provides the direct evidence of the decrease in the number
of recombination events. Gamma-irradiation causes the decrease in the CL intensity by
introducing defect levels, in the material’s band gap, which are involved in the corresponding
recombination process. Trapping the Compton electron on these shallow nitrogen vacancy levels
prevents radiative recombination of the conduction band electrons through these levels and hence
increases the minority carrier lifetme. Since luminescence intensity is inversely proportional to
lifetime τ, systematic decay of the intensity was observed after the irradiation. The increase in L
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after low dose of gamma-irradiation (below ~ 250 Gy) is consistent with the decrease in the CL
intensity (Figure 38a and 40). The results of the EBIC measurements are correlated with the CL
measurements in order to demonstrate that same underlying process is responsible for change in
diffusion length and CL intensity after gamma-irradiation. This observation also helps to
understand the difference in effects induced by the low dose (below ~250 Gy) and high dose
(above ~ 250 Gy) of gamma-irradiation.
For gamma-irradiation dose above ~250 Gy, different phenomenon is responsible for the
decrease in the CL intensity and decrease in the diffusion length. The concentrations of nitrogen
vacancies related defects as well as the complexes involving native defects are expected to
increase after irradiation. For the CL intensity, recombination events continue to decrease with
increase of gamma-irradiation as more and more electrons are trapped on the defect levels.
However, decrease in the diffusion length is explained via decrease in the carrier mobility, µ, due
to creation of the large number of trap states throughout the structure.
Another interesting observation shows that the activation energy (calculated using
equation (10 and 12)) for the pre-irradiated sample decreases for a low dose of irradiation (below
~200 Gy). However, for high dose of gamma-irradiation (above ~ 250 Gy), the activation energy
were observed to increase. It is quite convincing that activation from the EBIC measurements
(Figure 38 a) shows exactly the same trend as that of the activation energy from the CL
measurements (Figure 41). The phenomenon of the initial decrease in the activation energy is
attributed to the growing lifetime of non-equilibrium carriers generated by the SEM electron
beam.

The increase in activation energy (above ~250 Gy) indicates the increase in the

concentration of native point defects and large electrically active defect complexes.
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Figure 41. Dependence of Cathodoluminescence peak intensity and activation energy in
AlGaN/GaN HEMTs on gamma-irradiation dose. Activation energy is obtained from the
Cathodoluminescence measurements using equation (12).
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CHAPTER FOUR: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis covers the several aspects of impact of gamma-irradiation on minority carrier
and optical properties of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. It started with high dose of gamma-irradiation (
above ~250 Gy), where EBIC measurements were performed on different doses of gammairradiation up to 1000 Gy. Temperature dependent EBIC measurements allowed acquiring values
for the activation energy as a function of dose for AlGaN/GaN devices. I-V measurements were
also conducted in parallel to assess the impact of gamma-irradiation on transfer, gate and drain
characteristics. EBIC measurements yielded a decrease in diffusion length an increase in
activation energy with dose of gamma-irradiation. These measurements gave insight into the
correlation between the gamma-irradiation dose and the creation of deeper level traps.
Measurements also correlate the device degradation with deterioration of the transport
characteristics. Gamma-irradiation induces nitrogen vacancy defects in the AlGaN/GaN material.
These vacancies related deep traps acts as a scattering center, which reduce the carrier
concertation and increase the recombination related activation energy, which exhibits more and
more degradation with gamma-irradiation dose. These traps also results in the degradation of the
device I-V characteristics after the irradiation.
From gamma-irradiation, the experiments proceeded to the annealing of the gammairradiated devices. All gamma-irradiated devices were annealed at 200°C for 25 minutes.
Annealing experiments were performed with the goal of improving device performance and
minority carrier transport after gamma-irradiation. Experiments on annealing showed that in
addition to fundamental properties (diffusion length and associated activation energy), partial
recovery (depending on the dose) in device performance is possible at this temperature.
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High dose gamma-irradiation didn’t consider the information between 0 and 300 Gy. To
understand the effects of low doses (below ~250 Gy) of gamma-irradiation on AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs, EBIC and CL measurements were performed on four sets of different devices. The
EBIC measurements were started prior to gamma-irradiation and then continued after device
exposure to several low doses of gamma-rays. In contrast to the behavior observed for high doses
one can see that diffusion length of minority carrier exhibits an initial increase for the dose up to
200 Gy before it starts decreasing. This behavior for the low doses is explained by the
phenomenon of internal electron injection and subsequent trapping of Compton electrons on
neutral levels, most likely related to nitrogen vacancies. Compton electron trapping on this defect
related levels prohibits the recombination via these levels and leads to an increase of nonequilibrium minority carrier (hole) life-time and consequently diffusion length. Similar behavior
is observed for the activation energy, which shows a decrease till 200 Gy and then increase after
the further irradiation.
To complement EBIC measurements, CL measurements were carried out in the vicinity
of the gate at variable temperatures. CL probing also identify the possible levels (defects)
generated as a result of gamma-bombardment. A decrease in the CL intensity was observed after
the gamma-irradiation. Decrease in the intensity can be explained via trapping of Compton
electron on gamma-induced deep levels which prevents the radiative recombination through
these levels. Since the intensity of the luminescence is proportional to the rate of radiative
recombination, which decreases with increasing lifetime, and therefore the CL decay was
observed.

Activation energy from both EBIC and CL measurements follow exactly the same

trend of initial decrease for low doses (below ~200 Gy) and increase for higher doses (above
~250 Gy). Comparing the activation energy before and after the gamma-irradiation identified
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the defect levels and their dependence on the dose of irradiation. Low dose of gamma-irradiation
separate the impact of Compton electron effect and that of energetic gamma-irradiation extended
and point defects.
In conclusion, low dose of gamma-irradiation demonstrates the potential for considerable
performance improvement of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. It was shown that low dose (below ~250 Gy)
and high dose (above ~ 250 Gy) of gamma-irradiation play different mechanism in AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs respectively. For low dose of gamma-irradiation, the improvement in minority carrier
diffusion length is likely associated with the irradiation induced growing lifetime of the nonequilibrium carriers, which is supported by the decay of the CL intensity. However with the
increased dose of irradiation (above ~250 Gy), decrease in the diffusion length was observed
which is related to the decrease in the mobility of the charge carriers. The impact of defect
scattering is more pronounced at higher irradiation which leads to the degradation of the
mobility. Activation energy obtained from both experimental techniques was in good agreement
with each other, which suggests the obtained results follow the same phenomenon. This finding
has significant importance in wide band gap technology, since the investigation gives the
important information about defects in semiconductor heterostructures, especially if additional
traps are introduced under external irradiation. Understanding the radiation effects in
AlGaN/GaN devices, with various doses of gamma-photons have on carrier transport,
recombination and creation of traps play a significant role in determining device performance
and reliability, especially for the space borne applications. This information may lead to future
development of devices capable of withstanding bombardment by high-energy particles.
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